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FESTIVAL MESSAGES
Standard Bank

Jacko Maree: Group Chief Executive, Standard Bank
The Standard BankNational Schools Festival is a rich, empowering experience for young South
Africans and Standard Bank is proud to be able to make a contribution to the development of our
youth in a meaningful way outside of a strictly academic milieu. In celebrating its 26th anniversary
this year there can be no better ingredient for such an occasion than hundreds of young people
from different walks of life sharing this unique experience in Grahamstown.
Standard Bank is a staunch supporter of the arts because we believe it enriches our lives and
ensures that we develop into well-rounded human beings - thinking, feeling, empathizing, critiquing, analysing, debating. It engages our hearts as well as our minds and even allows us to get
inside other people’s heads to get a glimpse of their feelings and experiences.
The National Schools Festival is a celebration of South Africa’s young people. By coming here,
you have shown that you are self-motivated, imaginative and open to new ideas. We are proud
to invest in you by supporting the Standard Bank National Schools Festival. We trust that, like many delegates before you, you will have
great fun and will discover more of your rich potential. We look forward to seeing where that potential takes you in the future!

Grahamstown Foundation

Louisa Clayton: Executive Director, Grahamstown Foundation
Welcome to this very special youth extravaganza of the year, created for you – South Africa’s grade 12s
of 2009! Your choice to attend this festival is inspirational evidence of your motivation to be involved in
the arts.
This festival should stir your soul, add spice to its resident and familiar ingredients and leave you enriched,
enlightened and perceptive to new and exciting challenges and possibilities. It should galvanise you into
social action and deepen your awareness of social issues. It should demand that you take responsibility
for the arts and the very important role the arts play in our society in terms of freedom of expression and
the intelligence, growth, development and sensitivity of our nation.

You are embarking on an experience of a lifetime. Open your eyes, ears and hearts and liberate yourselves to think, feel and act. And while you immerse yourself in this rave of the arts, be sure to exercise
an open mind and an indefatigable spirit. And each night that you are here, be very sure to put that spirit
to bed for a good night’s rest. You are going to need it to remain inspired, motivated and involved in the
Standard Bank National Schools Festival, 2009! Thank you for coming and thank you Standard Bank for supporting the arts and the youth
in this way.

Schools Festivals Team

Neville Engelbrecht: Director, Arts Education
Firstly, I would like to welcome you all to Grahamstown and to start off with, a quote, which for me
sums up what I believe the Standard Bank National Schools Festival is all about:
“Studies show that knowledge of dance develops attributes of creative thought, including originality,
fluidity and an ability for abstraction. Theatre teaches us how to understand complex situations and incites us to reflect on the motivations of others as well as honing our interpersonal skills. Learning music
increases the capacity of reasoning and makes use of the abstract thinking needed in mathematics.”
The one thing missing from that quote is “fun”. That too is what I think this week of exploring is meant
to be about. “Let’s go see a play.” That’s not meant to sound serious or heavy. The word for a play, a
noun, comes from the word play, a verb. The stuff we used to do when we were little. We used to have
fun dreaming and imagining, and that’s how we would learn by exploring the unfamiliar. So let’s explore
and discover.

This is my first festival as Arts Education Director, and I am truly honoured to be part of it. Having worked here on several occasions as
a theatre practitioner you have my personal guarantee that warmth, friendliness and enthusiasm are on the menu. We are pleased to
present you with an exciting range of inspiring productions and a host of arts workshops, facilitated by expert arts practitioners. We are
confident that you will have an amazing experience as you explore the thrilling world of the arts and that hopefully your enjoyment will
spill over into the days and maybe even the years that follow.
I would like to extend our warmest thanks and appreciation to Standard Bank for their loyal support over the last 26 years, and for their
vision in realising the value and importance of the NATIONAL SCHOOLS FESTIVAL. Thanks also to the National Lotteries Distribution Fund for their generous support this year. Thank you all for being here, and remember - HAVE FUN!
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Free Choice

The following exhibitions are open to delegates attending the Standard Bank National Schools Festival on the days and at the times indicated for each exhibition. This is a rare opportunity for you to
soak up a rich and diverse display of art in one place at one time. Give your visual senses a buzz and
treat yourself to a different kind of inner and outer body experience, even if you have to steal the
time to do so. Catch some of these exhibits:
Standard Bank Young Artists 25:
Retrospective

Matters of Treasure and Paint
Painter: Bronwen Findlay

During her 30-year love affair with paint, Findlay has dabbled with
printmaking, textiles and mosaic but remained committed to her
primary medium with growing intensity. The weight of memory and
her concentrated engagement with the decorative are still evident
in this exhibition but the works construct a new, less comfortable
aesthetic. Assumptions about hierarchy and value are challenged
through imagery rooted in the autobiographical. The exhibition
is dominated by three vast canvases, measuring two by three
metres. Ten additional paintings, 45 cm square, provide a field of
small ‘moments’ or ‘interruptions’ in counterpoint to the enveloping
environment of the large paintings.
Sunday 12 July - Tuesday 14 July:
Venue: 				
Room

09h00-17h00
Ntsikana

Rise up!

Photographer: Gillian Ruth de Vlieg
De Vlieg was probably the only professional white woman photographer on the ‘front line’ during the apartheid struggle and her
images bring a different and important perspective to a period
largely documented by males. She started taking pictures as
records after she joined the Black Sash as an activist in the early
1980s and this gave her access to rural communities fighting to
retain their land. By 1984 she had been invited by Pail Weinberg
to join Afrapix, the now-legendary photographers’ collective which
documented life on and behind the streets during the struggle.
Sunday 12 July - Tuesday 14 July:
09h00-17h00
Venue: 			
Atherstone Room, Monument

Transitions

By Paul Emmanuel
What is a rite of passage? How have similar rituals formed and
perpetuated identities throughout history? These are the questions
that started Emmanuel on the four-year meditation that culminated
in this exhibition. There are five drawings and a 12-minute video
with a soundtrack but no plot or dialogue. Over three metres long
and 73 cm wide, the still images appear to be prints of filmstrips
each with five frames, but they are in fact hyper-realist drawings
obsessively scratched into colour photographic paper that have
been exposed and developed. They capture liminal moments of
five transitory stages in life. The video, 3SAI: A rite of Passage
uses footage documenting the head-shaving of new recruits at
the Third South African Infantry battalion in Kimberley. There are
also ambiguous frames of the Gariep dam and hundreds of white
t-shirts hanging out to dry.

For the past 25 years, The Standard Bank Of South Africa has
sponsored the Young Artists, which headline the National Arts
Festival’s mission to encourage and support emerging talents. This
anniversary exhibition reviews the work of visual artists who have
joined this exclusive club of awardees. Many of them have become
leaders in the art world since their moment of fame in Grahamstown.
The work on show invites the imagination to walk through a quarter
of a century of aesthetic innovation and inspired patronage.
Sunday 12 July - Tuesday 14 July:
Venue:

09h00-17h00
Albany Museum

Umtshotsho
Nicholas Hlobo

Today, the traditional umtshotsho (youth party) is a rarity. Going to
nightclubs has become the contemporary equivalent of ukutshotsha
and young people are kitted out with cell phone and credit card,
instead of two sticks and a special blanket. In this body of work,
Hlobo explores the curious ways through which contemporary Xhosa
teenagers are initiated to bridge the divide between child and adult.
Rather than looking back to the old ways, the work engages with
new social rituals and their roots in the past. Hlobo is a sophisticated
and articulated urban artist of the industrial age who uses a wide
array of unconventional materials.
Sunday 12 July - Tuesday 14 July:
Venue:

09h00-17h00
Monument Gallery

Construct

Photographers: Roger Ballen, Zander Blom, Lien Botha,
Jacques Coetzer, Abrie Fourie, Nomusa Makhubu, Zwelethu
Mthethwa, Barbara Wildenboer, Dale Yudelman and Bernie
Searle.
Each artist contributes a unique visual vocabulary which challenges
stereotypes and denies boundaries, but they all have one thing in
common: they do not simply take pictures, they make images. Often
the conceptual and creative process is premeditated and happens
before the photograph is taken: the camera records a staged construction. Some of the artists capitalize on the medium’s ability to
collapse time and place. One of the aims of curation was to unlock
dialogues between the different works – encouraging audiences to
observe how the works ‘talk to’ one another.
Sunday 12 July :
Venue: 			

		
09h00-17h00
Thomas Pringle Hall, Monument

Monday 13 July - Tuesday 14 July:
09h00-17h00
Venue:
Alumni Gallery, Albany History Museum
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Free Choice

c

c

Festival
T-shirts on
sale at the
Information
Desk!

c

R60

c

Two concepts to start your
future
Student Achiever
Standard Bank’s Student Achiever banking gives you all the
flexibility you need for a lifestyle geared towards aspiration,
style and success. Student Achiever is a fully functional current
account allowing you the option of an unembossed Cheque card
which even lets you shop online. Take a look at the free stuff a
Student Achiever account offers you:
·
·
·
·
·

There’s no monthly management fee
You get five free debit transactions and four free AutoBank cash deposits per month
Unlimited free electronic balance enquiries
No Internet banking subscription fees
No bank charges on prepaid airtime top-up using
any one of our AutoBanks or your cellphone

Student Loan
Need to finance your studies? Apply for a Standard Bank Student
Loan covering your fees, books & equipment. Studying away
from home? Our Student Loan can also cover your accommodation. While you are studying fulltime, you only need to pay the
monthly interest and you only start paying the capital amount
on completion of your studies. To tide you over, there are also
grace periods if you have to do articles, community service or
internships.
There are only two words left to say - GET IT!
Visit the Standard Bank stall at registration on Sunday and
on Monday for more information.
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RHODES UNIVERSITY CAMPUS TOUR

Welcome to campus! We hope that you have an enjoyable stay in
Grahamstown. This week is an ideal opportunity to discover what
Rhodes University has to offer you as a prospective student. We
have organised guided tours of campus that fit in with your very
hectic festival schedule. Please book your
campus tour at the Rhodes table when you register on Sunday 12
July. The duration of the tour is 35 minutes.
If you have any questions about the University, courses offered,
entry requirements, or merit scholarships, please visit the Student
Bureau in the Eden Grove Building where a number of trained
staff will assist you with the greatest of pleasure. Once you have
returned home from the Festival, if you feel you need more
information about Rhodes, please do not hesitate to contact us
in the Student Bureau on (046) 603-8276 or in the Johannesburg
Office on (011) 788-5543. We will endeavour to make your stay at
Rhodes a very memorable one and hope that you will join us as a
full-time student in the years to come.
Tour times are during the FREE CHOICE times as follows:
Wednesday 15 July:
14h00-14h35
Wednesday 15 July:
16h00-16h35
Thursday 16 July:
14h00-14h35
Thursday 16 July:
16h00-16h35
Venue: 			
Meet under the University
Clock 					
Tower five minutes
before the 					
starting

 On Sunday the Standard Bank information desk will be open all day - Enter the Standard Bank Lucky Draw to win exciting Free Stuff at
the Standard Bank Feature Lecture on Tuesday
08h30-09h30 with Donna McCallum.
 Very Important:
Don’t forget to read through your programme notes
and choose whether you want to see Wit OR Iago’s
Last Dance. Tickets are available from the information desk. You will not be allowed into these venues
without a ticket.
 Thursday 16 July - Breakfast in the Rhodes
Residences will be served from 08h30. Sleep in
a little bit and then be sure to catch the De Beers
English Olympiad Prize Giving starting at 10h00.
Be Proud and support our winners in school uniform. BE THERE!!
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Things to look out for...
ON SUNDAY: Street Theatre!!!

* Phezulu-Project

Taking Street Performance to New Heights
The Phezulu Project is a new development initiative supported by the
National Arts Festival to give street performers a chance to reach for
the stars. Headed by Richard Antrobus, a resident performer for the
First Physical Theatre Company and creator of the show, “Stilted”,
the project has equipped 5 ‘buskers’ with the training and means to
walk tall and stand out from the crowd.

Venue:
In and around the 1820 Settler’s National 			
Monument
Date:		
Sunday 6 July
Times:
Intermitedly from 11:30 - 15:30

* Kamishibai Theatre

With support from the National Arts Festival, Master of Fine Art
candidate at Rhodes University John Walters is working with
a group of three community-based storytellers to present the
Japanese-styled Kamishibai Theatre during the Festival. A project
funded by the Representation of Flanders and complimented by
two arts educators for Belgium’s acclaimed ABC Project, Janne
Daeveloofe and Flore De Prez. The Kamishibai Theatre seeks to
“benefit a broader community - outside of the white cube exhibition
space”. Be sure to check out this awesome collaboration in and
around the Monument!
Venue:
In and around the 1820 Settler’s National Monument
Date:
Sunday 6 July

* The Bunraku/Ban-Rubbish Puppet Project

is a joint initiative between the Arkwork Collective and the National Arts festival. This collaboration uses the Japanese art of Bunraku
Puppetry to tell the story of “The Quagga and the Unicorn” an illuminated story that reveals the continuity of spirit and the power of love.
The Arkwork Collective is a non-profit organisation, which facilitates arts based intervention and inspiration for young people at risk and
creates art using freely accessible recycled materials. For more information check out their at website www.arkwork.yolasite.com.
Venue: In and around the 1820 Settler’s National Monument
Date:
Sunday 6 July
Catch it at these times: Intermitedly from 11:30 - 15:30

Things to do in Grahamstown...
Explore a bit of Grahamstown! Take a walk down High Street; to the top of New Street; or to the Peppergrove Mall.
But don’t be late for your next session!!!
At Drostdy Arch and High Street
• Under the Arch for beads, jewellery, knick-knacks and all sorts.
In High Street
• The Red Café for light meals & a bohemian atmosphere.
• Maxwell’s for meals that go the extra mile.
• 137 High Street if you are feeling extra decadent.
• Madhatters for scrumptious snacks.
• Steers for fast food with a zesty flavour!
• Nando’s - gotta love them.
• The Spur towards the bottom of High St. Open until 11pm with specials especially for you this week!
• Dulce’s Ice-Cream Parlour and Coffee Shop for a fresh atmosphere, killer parfaits and light meals.
• Bella Vita for classy food and the funkiest decor. Lunch is served weekdays from 11h00 - 15h00, dinner from 18h30 - 22h00.
• The Juice Bar for sandwiches, soups and curries wat skrik vir niks.
• The Cathedral - find out why Grahamstown is officially a City.
• Kodak - 1 Hour photo development lab.
In New Street
• Henry Ate - food fit for a king.
• Debonairs for tasty pizza.
• Ruanthai for great tasting Thai Food. Open Tuesday - Saturday 11:00 - 15:00 and 16:45 - 22:00
• Reddit’s for coffee and books.
Peppergrove Mall
• Revolution is a health food and sushi lover’s delight!
• The Mustard Seed for teachers looking for time out, value-for-money massages and variety of health items.
• Wimpy for breakfasts, burgers, fries and shakes.
• The Roxbury for the latest movies. Coffee bar now open in the theatre complex as well!
• Fotofirst - 1 Hour photo development lab.
Also
• The Observatory Museum, a unique house on Bathurst Street, has the only Camera Obscura in the Southern Hemisphere! It was
here
that Dr William Guybon Atherstone identified the Eureka diamond, delivered by post, which was subsequently one of the
causes of the
industrialisation of Kimberley! This unusual Victorian house is full of rich historic treasures and is
well worth a visit. There will be a
nominal entry fee into the Museum and the Obscura. It is open on weekdays 09h00 - 17h00.
• The Grahamstown Pharmacy Beauty Clinic for teachers needing some pampering! 117 High Street. Call Robyn or Susan at 622
7116
for massages, waxes, facials and nails.
• Tranquility Health and Beauty Clinic for teachers needing some pampering! 122C High Street. Call Tando, Lizelle or Rouve at
046
622 6077 for massages, waxes, facials and nails.
• Gino’s in Hill St. for the best pizzas in town.
• Pirate’s Pizza in African St. for great affordable pizza.
• Albany History and Science Museums in Somerset St. for interesting art exhibitions and info relating to natural history and science.
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De Beers English Olympiad

A project of the Grahamstown Foundation and the
South African Council for English Education (SACEE)

Congratulations to the
Top 15 Winners!
Samantha Deeb - St Peters College
Lisa Dondashe - Riebeeck College
Judith Engela - St Martins School
Wesley Gush - Kingswood College
Chloe Immelman - St Mary’s DSG Kloof
Emma Johannes - Roedean
Danielle Khoury - St Mary’s Waverley
Klyne Maharaj - Hilton College
Aisha Mia - Parktown Girls High
Lauren Midgley - Redhill School
Arushi Raina - Crawford College Sandton
Jonathan Stein - Grace College
Elizabeth van der Merwe - Rhenish Girls
Ignus van Zyl - Felixton College
Lara Williams - The Wykeham Collegiate

Acknowledgements
The Grahamstown Foundation and the South African Council for
English Education (SACEE) warmly thank the sponsors for their
generous support. Without them the De Beers English Olympiad
would not be possible.

De Beers Fund for the generous sponsorship of the English
Olympiad.

Rhodes University for the scholarship prizes to the Top
50 English Olympiad Winners.

We also wish thank the South
African Council for English
Education (SACEE), WordFest
and DAC for the sponsorship of
cash prizes for the Top 20 English Olympiad candidates.
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Dr Di Ayliff
National Academic
Co-ordinator
It is that time of year
again when it is my
privilege as the academic
co-ordinator of the English
Olympiad and a representative of the SA Council of
English Education (SACEE) to say welcome to all
pupils and teachers who
are lapping up the shows,
workshops and lectures
that make up the Schools
Festival in Grahamstown.
Each year that I watch
the top fifteen winners cross the stage at the prize giving I marvel
at the enthusiasm these bright young people display for all things
cultural and literary. In addition, they are often also boffins in science and mathematics, leaders in their schools and participate in
sporting and community activities. Through them I gain renewed
hope for the future and confidence that South Africa will progress
into the twenty-first century in peace and prosperity.
The Schools Festival is also a time of reflection for me as I recall that SACEE was begun more than fifty years ago to counter
the apartheid government’s efforts to suppress English and its
culture as it did to other SA languages and their cultures. It is
thus with much satisfaction that I revel each year in how English
and other SA languages are now free of that oppression and may
be celebrated in joy and cheerful bonhomie.
The English Olympiad is about celebrating the English language
and culture and encouraging reading, discussion and thought. It
is not about elitism, but about participation and although there
are wonderful prizes to be won, our aim is to get people reading
in an age when the language of SMSs and TV soapies dominates.
Enjoy the festival, indulge yourselves in soaking up the atmosphere, wrap up in your scarves and woollen caps and remember
those who went before you to help free South Africa so that you
can go forward to contribute to a prosperous future. On behalf of
SACEE we extend our grateful thanks to the Grahamstown Foundation that provides the administrative support, and De Beers
which underwrites this vital cultural venture. I look forward to
seeing you at the prizegiving when we honour our top fifteen.
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Festival Notices
GROUPS: Each school has been allocated to a

colour-coded GROUP (Group A = pink, Group B = blue,
or Group C = yellow). Please refer to the Daily
Programme, and the Week at a Glance and be sure to
remain with your group at all times. We have only enough
seats in some venues to accommodate one group at a
time. If people end up in the wrong group they will be
sitting in someone else’s seat. Venues that are too full become a fire hazard. We ask you kindly to co-operate with
the group procedure throughout the festival.

NAME BADGES: Please wear your official festival name
badge on ALL occasions. Your name badge is specially
colour-coded to show which group you are in. Admission
to festival activities is restricted to those wearing a Standard Bank National Schools Festival name badge.

PRODUCTIONS: Entry into productions requires either

a valid Standard Bank National Schools Festival Ticket
or an official name badge issued to bona fide full-time
enrolled delegates of the 2009 Standard Bank National
Schools Festival.

FESTIVAL PARTY: You will need to wear your name
badge to gain entry to the festival party.

WORKSHOP ALLOCATIONS: Each pupil will be al-

located FOUR different workshops. Pupils will be given a
colour-coded workshop ticket for each workshop.
COLOUR CODING of WORKSHOP TICKETS
Colours correspond with programme information
Monday		
Allocation One BLUE TICKET
Tuesday
Allocation Two PINK TICKET
Wednesday
Allocation Three GREEN TICKET
Thursday
Allocation Four YELLOW TICKET
There is a maximum of 30 delegates per workshop. Your
workshop choices cannot be guaranteed as enrolment is
on a first come, first served basis. Please approach your
allocations with an open mind. We are confident that every
workshop is of an excellent standard.

FESTIVAL INFORMATION DESK and BOOKING
OFFICE: Announcements, programme changes, special

arrangements, bus timetables, lost property, messages
etc., will be advertised on a notice board at the Information Desk on the Ground Floor of the 1820 Settlers National Monument. Please consult the person on duty at the
Information Desk. We are here to help! If you are desperate and near a phone, call Tel: (046) 603 1107, (046) 603
1100, (046) 603 1179.

DRESS: Pupils are expected to wear school uniforms for
the following events:
The Official Opening on Monday, 13 July at 08h30.
Olympiad Prize-Giving on Thursday 16 July at 10h00.



Pupils are expected to dress semi-formally for all other
theatre visits and tours. Pupils must be suitably clothed for
active workshops i.e. track suits or comfortable clothes to
allow for movement.

PUNCTUALITY and THEATRE ETIQUETTE: Please
be punctual for the start of all performances, lectures and
workshops. No entry into theatres will be allowed after a
show has started. Once seated in theatres, delegates will
not be allowed to exit the theatre during a performance.
No disruptive behaviour will be tolerated during performances, lectures or workshops.
Screaming, wolf-whistles and talking are not appropriate
responses in a theatre. We encourage you to ensure that
your response to the theatre productions is always your
own, sincere and appropriate.

PHOTOGRAPHS: No flash photography is allowed

in theatres! The Standard Bank National Schools Festival
has its own official photographers. No other photographic
or video equipment may be taken into or used in a venue
while a lecture or performance is in progress.

CELL PHONES: PLEASE SWITCH OFF YOUR CELL

PHONES during all performances, lectures and workshops. Cell phone signals interfere with the sound systems in the theatres and it is rude and distracting to those
around you to take calls, or have your telephone flashing
at you in the middle of a festival event!

FESTIVAL VENUES: No food or drink may be taken into
any of the festival venues.

RESIDENCE RULES: Teachers and pupils are re-

minded of rules of behaviour in the residences and school
hostels (please see The Code of Conduct). Pupils are
expected to accept discipline in the residences/hostels and
to refrain from raucous late-night behaviour. Curfew for all
delegates in residences and hostels is 23h30, except
for Wednesday night when it will be 00h30.

TRANSPORT: Delegates without transport will need to

rely on comfortable walking shoes and the good will of
those schools who have spaces available on their buses.
Limited transport is provided during the festival for schools
who have made prior arrangements for transport.

MAP: All delegates need to refer to the map on page 34,
and to plan routes carefully in order to arrive at their venues in good time.

RESPONSE SHEETS: Please fill these in and return

them to any member of the Schools Festival Team, after
the final show of the festival on Thursday night, with your
name badge.

Your opinion is important to us!
Please tell us what you think!
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Keynote Speaker

Lebo Mashile is a poet, published author, presenter, producer, actress and performer who has made waves with her unique brand of
intelligence and soulfulness both locally and internationally. She is
the author of two books of poetry: In A Ribbon of Rhythm (Oshun)
which won the NOMA award for 2006, as well as Flying Above the
Sky which was self published by the author in June of 2008. Mashile
gained prominence in the local television industry as the presenter
and co-executive producer of L’Atitude, a travel documentary series
which aired for three seasons on SABC between 2004 and 2007.
In 2005 Mashile released a CD entitled Lebo Mashile Live! which
fuses her musically influenced poetry with hip-hop, house and R&B.
Lebo has graced the covers of numerous lifestyle and entertainment
magazines, and she has been on the receiving end of many accolades. Mashile was named the Top personality in television in 2006
by The Star. The Mail & Guardian included her in their list of the top
100 young South Africans in 2006 and in 2007.
In 2005, she was named one of Cosmopolitan magazines Awesome Women of South Africa and in 2007 Mashile received the City
Press/Rapport Woman of Prestige Award. Mashile currently presents
the morality game show Drawing the Line on SABC2, and she is a
monthly columnist for True Love Magazine.

Think Creativity
Lecturers

Please refer to page 16 for lecture information
Standard Bank Feature Lecture Donna McCallum: How
To Powerfully Create Your
Life
Donna McCallum is a Fantastically Fabulous and Magical
Fairy Godmother. She is an
inspirational communicator
with a passion for people,
turning vision into reality, connecting and making a difference. Donna is a serial entrepreneur
and has founded, run and sold a number of businesses in Media,
Marketing and IT. From being one of the founders and shareholders
of Studentwise Media Services (SL Magazine, Y Magazine, campus
radio and events on campuses), she was part of the founding team
for an internet start-up in Silicon Valley in the late 90’s, was the
founder and managing director of iKineo, a marketing activation
company and after successfully running this business for 5 years,
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she sold it and took a year’s sabbatical and whizzed around
South America finding magic before founding Fairy Godmother
Inc. Donna has extensive experience in speaking, facilitating,
business, strategy, marketing and generally creating magic and
turning dreams into reality.

Jef Aerts: Writing on a Rooftop
Flemish author Jef Aerts was born in
Leuven in1972. While still a student
of Literature and Theatre, he started
writing on the performing arts for the
newspaper Het Belang van Limburg
and later for De Tijd. After publishing
several stories in literary magazines,
he made his debut as a novelist with
Haeren Majesteit in 1999 and was followed two years later by Vertezucht. In
2001 Jef was selected for the prestigious ‘Master’s Test for Young Artists’,
a crossover project between art and
architecture initiated when Bruges was the cultural capital of
Europe in 2002. In early 2009, he wrote the Radio Book Hondsroos which can also be read in English. Since 1998 he has
given several workshops on prose, drama and autobiography
for students and adults. He also makes regular appearances as
a reader, performer and musician at literary events and festivals
in Belgium and the Netherlands.

Andrew Buckland: Theatre
is Dead, Long Live Theatre
Since 1981 Andrew Buckland
has been producing original
theatre work of a consistently
very high standard and which
is clearly seen to be at the
forefront of theatre developments in South Africa. Employing a dynamic and exciting
combination of visual comedy, sophisticated political satire,
clowning, physical theatre, mime and an explosive performance
style, the works of Andrew Buckland have become synonymous
with provocative, entertaining and stimulating theatre both in
South Africa and internationally. Since July 1992 he has been
employed as a Senior Lecturer and then Associate Professor in
the Drama Department at Rhodes University in Grahamstown.
Since January of 2004 his contract at the University has altered
and he teaches for one term of each year and spends the rest
of the year working as a freelance theatre maker and performer.
Andrew recently returned from a 1 year contract with the Cirque
du Soleil in las Vegas.

Margaret Edson: Out of Breath
Margaret is the author of the play Wit,
presented at the festival; she has been
a teacher in high poverty schools in
the US for seventeen years. Her two
passions—theater and teaching—are
both spoken, breathed arts. In her
presentation, Margaret will explore
the similarities between theater and
teaching, and she will wonder how
we can create something enduring
out of breath.
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Is m a il M a h om e d : Wr i t in g on a
Rooftop
Ismail is the Director of the National Arts
Festival. Prior to that he has served as
the Senior Cultural Specialist of the U.S.
Embassy and as Director of the Witbank
Civic Theatre and of the Creative Arts
Workshop. He is a multi-award winning
South African arts administrator holding
accolades from the South African Theatre
Technology Institute for theatrical excellence, an Arts & Culture Trust Award for
Arts Administrator of the Year (2006), the Mpumalanga Premier’s
Award for Development in Arts Excellence and a U.S. State Department (Africa Bureau) Merit Honour Award for consistently high
cultural programming. Mahomed is a published playwright. His
plays have been staged in the U.S., Denmark, Chile, Germany
and South Africa. Passionate about the growth of the South African arts sector, he serves as a Board Member on several arts
organizations which include National Children’s Theatre Trust,
the Naledi Theatre Awards, the Art Therapy Centre, ASSITEJ
and the Arts & Culture Trust.
Athambile Masola: Living and loving Large
Athambile is passionate about life,
love and everything else. Reading
for an Honours degree in African Languages (isiXhosa) and Education with
the hopes of being a teacher, she is
also flirting with the idea of publishing
books for children in isiXhosa. She is
also involved with working with learners in Grahamstown in the school
leadership structures as well as a
volunteer organising “Love Reading
Clubs” in local high schools.

Terence Marais: Music and Humans: Breaking it Down
Terence took his first piano lesson
at the age of 11 and in 2003 he
commenced studying for the degree
of Bachelor of Music at Rhodes University. In 2005 he was selected to
perform as soloist with the Eastern
Cape Philharmonic Orchestra in its
Youth Concerto Festival, where he
performed to rapturous audience applause . In the following
year he attended the prestigious Tel-Hai International Piano
Master Classes, in Sde Boker, Israel, where he returned in
August 2007 to once again participate in the Master Classes. In
December 2008 he was was invited to perform with Standard
Bank Young Artists Award Winner for Music, Zanne Stapelberg,
at a farewell function held for outgoing National Arts Festival
director, Dr. Lynette Marais.
Geraldine Naidoo: The Next Year of
Your life
Geraldine is the award-winning director
and writer of The Chilli Boy and Hoot.
After university, Geraldine worked briefly
as a performer and facilitator for the NonViolence Project of South Africa. She
then worked as an executive recruitment
consultant and training manager for five
years. This was followed by a contract
at the
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Gauteng Shared Service Centre. While working a full 8am – 5pm (and
beyond) job, Geraldine spent her free time writing, directing and producing her two shows. Both shows are still attracting capacity crowds
wherever they tour and The Chilli Boy recently enjoyed a sold-out
season on London’s West-End. Geraldine is also the producer of the
show One Man One Goat in Johannesburg.

Alan parker: Some Notes on How to Read
a Dance
Alan began his training at Rhodes University
where he specialised in physical theatre, choreography and dance culture and education,
obtaining a Masters degree, with distinction,
in Drama. He has worked with First Physical
Theatre Company on a part-time basis since
2005 as a performer, choreographer, teacher
and researcher, before taking on the joint
role of performer/manager in 2009. Alan has
choreographed works for Acty Tang, Khomiso
Productions and the Guild Theatre Dance Company, and also teaches
extensively for both the company as well as the Rhodes Drama department in contemporary dance techniques, physical theatre, contact
improvisation and Ashtanga yoga. He currently oversees the company’s
community initiative, BodyForms.

Karoly Pinter: Franz Kafka,
the Animal Rights Activist
Since arriving from Hungary,
Karoly has worked in South Africa as a theatre director. In 1992
he was a founder of the African
Shakespeare Company, which
creates stage productions of
Shakespearean school set work.
Beginning with Mrozek’s Tango,
other plays followed including
Creation, Hamlet, Diary of a Madman, The Glass Menagerie and
King Lear, which won the 1991 Cape Vita Award for best production.
He directed Julius Caesar for the Civic Theatre, and received a Vita
nomination for his play design.

Iain EWOK Robinson: Poetry SLAM
Durban bred MC Iain Robinson is a graffiti
writing head from the WK? Crew, illuminating
Shadows frontman, freestyle battle and Slam
champion, Hip Hop activist and proudly South
African rapper. He’s spat Shakespeare in front
of school kids, slammed poetry for students,
kicked lyrics for teachers, performed for politicians and poor people and jammed with jazz
bands. In June 2009 he travelled to Germany
(Literatur Werkstat 10 Poesie Festival, Berlin,
Germany) and Maputo (Poetry Africa Festival,
Maputo, Mozambique), and maintains an
active performance schedule, from the east coast to the west coast,
north and south, spitting fire from his mouth.
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Be Creativity
Workshop Leaders

be added to the Cirque du Soleil data base and in 2008, he performed
the lead role in the Las Vegas show “LOVE” for a year. He can sing
and dance on command, plays the musical saw, and has extensive
experience in acrobatics and martial arts.

Please refer to page 14 & 15 for your
workshop information

Richard Antrobus: Mime,
Gesture and a Whole Lot
More
Richard completed his BA
(Hons) in Drama at Rhodes
University in 2004, and has
performed part-time with
the First Physical Theatre
Company since 2001. From
2005 - 2006 he worked as a
resident performer for First Physical before embarking on studies
abroad, gaining a diploma (Distinction) at School of Physical Theatre, London. He has since returned to South Africa to read for his
MA Drama in Contemporary Performance, but continues to work
part time for the company as both a performer and administrator.
Richard is a light-hearted, yet highly committed performer with a
keen interest & enthusiasm for the whole spectrum of physical
theatre: ranging from acting & mime to acrobatics & dance.

Thami Baba: Music Explosion
Thami is a Grahamstown local through
and through. She has always been a
performer though, being involved in
plays at school and church. After she
took part in the drama skills programme
with Ubom! ECDC, and then performed
in The Triplets of Tantyi. She was invited
to audition as a full time performer-facilitator for Ubom! ECDC. For the last few
years she has run successful workshops
in Grahamstown and at schools’ festivals around the country.

Daniel Buckland: Fists of Foolery
Daniel studied drama at Rhodes
University for four years and attained a first class honours degree.
In 2004 Daniel performed in Mouthpeace’s Fuse which premièred at
the National Arts Festival, played
a season at the Edinburgh Festival
in the Traverse Theatre (for which
it was nominated for the Stage
award of Best Ensemble), and finally toured the major city centres
of South Africa. In 2005 he co-devised and performed in The Travellers, a three hander that fused the styles of magic realism and
physical theatre. The Travellers won the National Naledi Award
for best cutting edge production and toured extensively around
the country, to the Adelaide Fringe in Australia. He also played
a supporting role in the 2007 Crime Drama, Jerusalema. Daniel
was also one of the six performers in the country, selected by the
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Ilana Cilliers: Music Explosion
Ilana was born in Stellenbosch in 1985
and lived there until 2008. Her interest
in drama started in High School and she
decided to take it seriously when in 2002
she won “Best Actress” awards at two
High School drama festivals as well as
a Golden Award for promising acting at
the ATKV National High Schools Drama
Festival. She went on to study a BDrama
degree, majoring in Acting and Cabaret;
followed by an Honours degree in directing at Stellenbosch University. Music has
also always been a part of her life. She started playing the violin at
age six, and has been playing and singing in choirs and bands for
most of her life. Ilana recently left Stellenbosch to join Ubom! Eastern
Cape Drama Company. She thoroughly enjoys performing with Ubom!
and is extremely privileged to be able to work with such an energetic,
dynamic company that doesn’t only aim to entertain, but also tries
to explore some of the issues that we as South Africans and people
have to face daily.

Terri Elliot: I Laughed So Hard I
Cried!
Terri was found under a fig leaf studying
Newton’s Laws at the tender age of six
months. She was then forcibly sent to
school where she realised her love for
drama. She eagerly headed to the Rhodes
University Drama Department where the
damage that had been done at school was
undone and her mind was pried open. She
was so happy in this department that she
stayed on to do her Honours degree and
went on to manage UBom! Eastern Cape
Drama Company. She then went on to do Masters in Directing and
Drama-in-education. She now teaches drama at Rhenish Girls’ High
where she remains in a state of happiness to this day.

Ntomboxolo Donyeli: Shukum Uthethe
(move & speak)
Nox was born in Grahamstown. She is a
professional performer, facilitator and a
dancer. She has worked with numerous
directors and performed with many bands.
Ntomboxolo has worked with the likes of
Andrew Buckland and Janet Buckland, and
Brett Bailey. She has facilitated many drama and dance workshops running during
the National Schools’ Festival. Ntomboxolo
is a very passionate woman, especially with
regards to children. She enjoys working
with children and has done so with a wide range of groups on many
campuses. Theatre is her first love. Acting and dancing has become
part of her and the passion for performing runs through her veins.
Ntomboxolo has now returned to Ubom! Eastern Cape Drama Company where she began her career as a young actress.
Standard Bank National Schools Festival
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Cassandra Hendricks: Dangerous Lines
Cassandra studied at Rhodes University
majoring in Drama and English from 2004
to 2006. She thoroughly enjoyed studying
Drama which led to her completing her honours in Drama in 2007. This was by far her
greatest year where she finally understood
the meaning of theatre in a grander context
and the meaning it can create for so many.
After completing her degree, Cassandra
decided to move back to Cape Town, where
she grew up, but luckily for Ubom!, a week
before she left, she decided to audition for
Ubom! ECDC. Cassandra was successful and was invited to join the
company and loves every second of this dream job!

Tshego Khutsoane: Mmele Wa Lenstwe
(The Body of Voice)
Tshego grew up in the North West province
and upon completing her matric in 2004,
she decided to study Drama at Rhodes
University, majoring in Directing and Applied Theatre. She has been very grateful to
have been exposed to the exciting aspects
of theatre and to work with greats such as
Andrew Buckland. Every day she is surprised
at how influential theatre can be in transforming lives. Singing and acting are her greatest
passions and it is through her art that she is determined to bring to
life the artist in every individual that she engages with.

Natasha Lech: Theatre Making: Playing is Play Making
Having recently received a Bachelor or Arts degree in Drama and
English Literature, Natasha is
now currently doing her Honours
degree in Drama, focusing on:
Acting, Directing and Writing.
She is currently directing an
adaptation of “Revolutionary
Road” for her final Honours project. She is also a ‘Theatre Making’
tutor for first year drama students as well as the Rhodes University’s
Drama Department ‘Front of House Manager’. She is also part of a
local Grahamstown band called “Marbo and the Vibes” and hopes to
one day follow her dream career in Musical Theatre, combining bother
her passion for acting and music.

Karen Logan: Acting in Your Element
Karen is a director, theatre-maker and videographer who graduated from the University of Cape Town with an honours degree
in Theatre and Performance in 2004. Since
graduating she has worn many different
professional hats and still moves between
the theatre and film world on a regular basis.
Karen has her own production company
Amehlo Videos which produces documentary film work that tells South African stories,
as well as video installations for theatre and
dance productions. Director of the awardwinning production Tin Bucket Drum, and winner of the Best
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Newcomer award at the Durban Theatre Awards 2008, Karen is
delighted to be at this year’s Grahamstown Schools Festival to
share some innovative approaches of characterisation with you.

Liam Magner: Big Beats! Electronic
Music for Dummies
Liam obtained an honours degree from
UKZN, where he was involved in over
thirteen productions. He is actively involved in the entertainment industry as
a member of the Comic duo; The Neon
Anthems. The multi-award winning team
have written and produced over six
shows, including Tokoloshe Come and
Go, NATV’S Live Xmas Show, Spun and
Catch. Magner is also involved in television and film. A member of the electronic rap group ‘Spitmunky’,
He also produces hip hop, DJ’S and mixes his own brand of live

Mike Mati: Gumboots Galore
Mike is the chairperson of the President’s
Award Dance Company, which was established in 1991. He has performed
abroad in London and in Germany and
has also performed for several dignitaries such as Nelson Mandela, ex-President Thabo Mbeki and Prince Edward.
Mike has worked as a administrator for
the First Physical Theatre Company and
in the same capacity for Ubom! Eastern
Cape Drama Company.

Tisco Mati: Gumboots Galore!
Tisco completed a First Physical Theatre Training course at Rhodes in 2002.
He won a silver medal in the SA Final
World Championships in Performing
Arts and toured England and Germany
in 1995 and 1996. He performed for
Nelson Mandela and Thabo Mbeki and
was the Grahamstown Central Arts Forum Chairman. He is a Ground Breaker
for Love Life, has a diploma in Sports
Facilitation, is a fashion designer and
an Eastern Cape Basketball Coach for
girls under 20. Tisco is currently running a basketball development
programme in the Albany District.

S’bo Ntshebe: Physical Trip
S’bo was born in King William’s
Town and after matriculating he
went on to study Theatre at Lovedale College. From 2005-2006 he
worked for Ubom! Eastern Cape
Drama Company and in 2007 he
worked for Shakespeare South
Africa. He later rejoined Ubom!
as Company Manager until June
2008. S’bo is currently the Director, Manager and performer for the Walking Tall Project of P.A.S.T,
based at Wits University.
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Matthew Ribnick: Vocal
Aerobics
His performances in the
hugely successful play The
Chilli Boy and the awardwinning comedy Hoot,
make him the busiest man
in South African theatre.
Matthew grew up on the
border between Boksburg
and Germiston in a ‘twilight zone’ of bizarre characters. After
school he joined the Navy where he became the chief toilet
cleaner on a ship that took him to far off places. One night, in
the middle of the Arabian Sea, he looked up to the stars and
decided to become one himself. He went on to study drama at
Wits University where he obtained an honours degree. After
University he was indirectly employed by the New York mafia in
a restaurant on Broadway where he worked for a few months.

Tshegofatso Tlholoe: Drag ‘n Fly
Tshego began her training at Rhodes
University, where she specialised in
physical theatre, contemporary dance
and choreography under Professor
Gary Gordon, receiving an Honours
degree in Drama. She has performed
extensively with The First Physical Theatre Company since 2006, becoming a
resident performer in 2007. She has appeared in Juanita Finestone-Praeg’s 16
Kinds of Emptiness and Gary Gordon’s
Go. In addition to performing and choreographing, Tshegofatso
also teaches physical theatre and contemporary dance for the
First Physical Youth Company and BodyForms, a community
dance project associated with the company.

Brink Scholtz: Dare to Direct
Brink trained at Rhodes University and
at the University of Natal, obtaining an
Honours degree in Psychology and a
Masters degree in Drama, in which
she specialised in both directing and
performance. In 2006 and 2007 Brink
joined Ubom! Eastern Cape Drama
Company as a full-time performer-facilitator, during which time she developed
a strongly physical and expressive
performance style. However, directing
has increasingly become her greatest
passion and as of 2008 she has had the privilege of working
as the full-time Resident Director for Ubom! In this role she is
responsible for the physical, vocal and performance training of
the Ubom! actors, as well as developing and directing the majority of the company’s works. In 2008 her productions of ‘Living
Here’, ‘Risky Business’ and ‘Halo’ (in collaboration with Andrew
Buckland) received high acclaim, and she is looking forward to
developing more dynamic, innovative works with the company.
Apart from being a director, Scholtz is also a passionate teacher
and finds great reward in guiding professional and student actors
to discover the magical moments that bring performances to life.
She is a firm believer in the role of theatre in creating a more
humane society, and therefore is deeply committed to Ubom!’s
provocative engagement with social issues.
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Jaques de Silva: Shoes and Socks Off
Jaques is an Eastern Cape local. He was born
and raised in friendly Port Elizabeth where he
performed in many local musicals and plays.
In 2003 he won the Eastern Cape Herald est
Actor Award for a musical within the Junior
section. He moved to Grahamstown to study
a BA in humanities,
majoring in Drama, Psychology and Sociology. In Drama, he specialised in acting and
dance repertory. During his four years at
Rhodes, Jaques was invited to perform in
many National Arts Festival productions. As
an actor, performer and facilitator he lives his dream every day and
feels that this is what theatre is all about.

Jacobus van Heerden: Blacklight Magic
Jacobus has been a full time performer since
attaining his degree in Drama at UKZN. In 2005
he shared DTA awards with Liam Magner for
break through performer and New South African script for their work as the Neon Anthems.
Together they have created a number of shows
including Tokoloshe Come and Go! and NATV’s
Live Xmas Show and regularly tour the country.
In 2008 Jacobus won The Musho Festival Audience Vote and Suliman Selection Awards for
his one man show Catch! Other theatre credits
include roles in King Lear, Abbamaniacs and Guys and Dolls. Jacobus
moonlights as a musician and hopes to branch into the film industry.

Emma de Wet: Right Brain
Writing
Emma is a young playwright who
lives in a garret in Grahamstown.
She completed her honours in
drama, with a focus on creative
writing, and is now teaching
drama at DSG. Her controversial play Marlboro Country was
performed at the 2008 Rhodes
Young Directors Season to uncomfortable applause. She has declared war on writers block, and
wants to recruit you to the creative army.

Sisonke Yafele: Siyadlala (We Play)
Sisonke is a Grahamstown local, who began
performing in High school. After receiving
matric, Sisonke’s passion for theatre led him
to a local Drama Group in Grahamstown,
the Brighter Future Theatre Project. As a
member of this group, Sisonke was given the
opportunity to perform at The Studio at the
National Arts Festival as well as the Standard
Bank National Schools Festival. It was during
his lead performance in the 2005 Makana
Drama Development Festival that he caught
the eye of Artistic Director of UBOM!, Janet
Buckland. In 2006 he became a full-time member and Drama facilitator with Ubom! where he is able to fulfill his life’s dream of educating
and reaching the community through the medium of theatre.
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Workshops, Leaders and Venues

Workshops - Be Creativity
Leaders and Venues

Workshop venues are either in the Steve Biko Bantu Building or in the Rhodes Drama Department. Both
buildings are on Rhodes Campus and along the same road. Please check on your workshop tickets and the MAP
on page 34 before setting off to find your workshop venue.
No

Workshop Choices

Description

Venues

1

Blacklight Magic
Leader: Cobus van Heerden

Blacklight theatre makes use of ultra violet materials to create a glow in
the dark effect. In this workshop you will learn more about the wonders
of blacklight theatre as well as getting a chance to create your own ultra
violet magic.

Eden Grove
Seminar Room 1

2

Physical Trip
Leader: S’bo Ntshebe

If you like challenges this is a workshop for you. And if you want to push
your physical strength to the limits, come and join S'bo and Bongani in
a physical trip of a lifetime.

Bantu Steve Biko
Seminar Room 4

3

Shoes and Socks Off
Leader: Jacques de Silva

Creatively blocked? Can’t come up with anything new? Don’t even know
where to start? Join Jaques as we jump, roll and shake ourselves into a
fresh way of looking at story telling. Come prepared to pretend, eager to
play and together we will discover stories bursting to be told.

Eden Grove
Seminar Room 2

4

Siyadlala (We Play)
Leader: Sisonke Yafele

Come and explode you theatre making skills as Sisonke takes you to the
journey of discovering the funny, sad, happy and angry parts of yourself,
and you will see that you can be in anybody’s shoes. This workshop uses
various exercises to create believable characters on stage, and you will
also learn how to create a very dynamic play through improvisation by
working together in groups.

Geography
Building
Room G10

5

Shukum Uthethe (move &
speak)
Leader: Nox Donyeli

Wake up! Youth of our nation! Wake up! Join Nox on this Drama and
Dance journey. Speak out, throw your body and free your mind! Engage
your body and soul, learn and grow, give and get so that you can be
free and fly like a bird and reach the sky and be a special STAR of
tomorrow.

Geography
Building
Room G10

6

Gumboots Galore!
Leaders: Mike and Tisco
Mati

Connect with Africa. Feel the rhythm, feel the beat. Dancing is living so
come live this dance!

Drama
Department
Upper Studio

7

Drag ‘n Fly
Leaders: Tshego Tlholoe
and Alan Parker

An introduction to physical theatre - Come and discover the power of
the body to communicate, especially when you work creatively with
others! Explore the potential of fundamental movements such as the
fall, recovery, the jump and the lunge, and learn to develop trust when
working with other people.

Drama
Department
Movement Room

8

Mime, gesture and a
Whole lot More
Leaders: Richard Antrobus

This is an exciting and challenging workshop for you to explore the
basics of mime and imaginative story-telling.

Drama
Department
Movement Room

9

Mmele Wa Lentswe
(The Body of Voice)
Leader: Tshego Khutsoane

It’s how you walk and talk! The everyday undulating movements of our
bodies and the sounds that come out of them make us who we are.
Let’s put ourselves in the spotlight and see exactly how we
communicate with the world, and even better discover that there is no
limit to who we can become. You are a breathing theatre-making talent!

Eden Grove
Seminar Room 1

10

Music Explosion
Leader: Thami Baba and
Ilana Cilliers

Come and enjoy the rhythms and sounds that comes fromm within. Let’s
make use of different beats, styles, traditions and cultures. So what are
you waiting for? Come and discover yourself in music. “Wahala Wasala.”

Bantu Steve Biko
Seminar Room 1
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Workshops - Be Creativity
Leaders and Venues continued...

No

Workshop Choices

Description

Venues

12

Dangerous Lines
Leader: Cassandra
Hendricks

The feud between the Onchir and Rapod stretches back for centuries. One
tribe has conquered the other in a wildly victorious fashion. All other tribes
stand defeated in the midst of either the Onchir or Rapod… until now. A
new tribe, the Clesdamdli threatens the power of its ancient counterparts.
Will the Onchir and Rapod work together to defeat the Clesdamdli? Be a
part of this outrageous story and find out whether history is always fated
to repeat itself. Or could you and your ideas change the course of history.

Drama
Department
Lower Studio

13

Theatre Making: Playing is
Play Making
Leader: Natasha Lech

Using various forms of games and play in order to create dynamic,
believable and fun characters as well as devise comic and dramatic
pieces on stage. Learn how to create exciting and rich theatrical
experiences from scratch using improvisation strategies and play. Free
yourself of the given text and make what you want to see in theatre.

Bantu Steve Biko
Seminar Room 3

14

Anyone Game?
Leader: Brink Scholtz

Serious about theatre? Love to act? Or feel like you’re not really the
creative type? Whether you’re a diva or shy of the spotlight, come and
experience the magic of drama through games and play. This workshop
will help you to overcome your inhibitions and get you going on creating
your own characters and stories. Come and be surprised!

Drama
Department
Lower Studio

15

I Laughed So Hard I Cried
Leader: Terri Elliot

This workshop looks at the character of the clown. It explores this idea
by drawing on elements of physical comedy and graphic mime. Prepare
to have what you understand by 'clown' blown out of the window and be
introduced to a whole new understanding of this wonderful theatrical
character. Wear comfortable clothes and leave your inhibitions at home!

Drama
Department
Movement Room

16

Vocal Aerobics
Leader: Matthew Ribnick.

The voice welcomes the most tempestuous emotions, permits the
brilliance of the intellect, frees the body, stretches the imagination and
restores largesse of expression and stature to the human-actor-being. Try
it!

Bantu Steve Biko
Seminar Room 2

17

Big beats! Electronic
Music for Dummies
Leader: Liam Magner

Do you love music? Do you want to DJ, Mix and produce your own
beats? Come join in for a session of hints, tips, methods and madness
in the world of electronic music. With live demonstrations, this workshop
is for those who want to learn and those who just wanna enjoy some
mind-bending music. Bring your game face and lets play!

Eden Grove
Seminar Room 2

18

Fists of Foolery
Leader: Daniel Buckland

A whirlwind exploration of Physical Theatre smothered with Stage
Combat, flambeed with Physical Comedy, deep fried in a Buffoonery
batter served up on a Slapstick. Come and get it!

Drama
Department
Upper Studio

19

Right Brain Writing
Leader: Emma de Wet

Throw punctuation to the wind and write outside the rules. Do you have
an idea for a book, a play, a poem? You may not know it yet, but you
do, and we’re going to get it out of you. This workshops focuses on
kickstarting the creative process, to get you to stop scratching out every
second word, and to start writing fearlessly.

Bantu Steve Biko
Seminar Room 1

20

Free “Spitten” and Written
Leader: Iain EWOK
Robinson

Using the Hip Hop practice of freestyle rhyming to write poetry and
lyrics, EWOK works with improvisation in writing and reciting. Bring
your own work or come and create some new material.

Bantu Steve Biko
Seminar Room 2

21

Acting in Your Element
Leader: Karen Logan

Got your feet on the ground? Flowing with ideas? Want a breath of
fresh air? Fired up and ready to go? The 4 elements Earth, Water, Air
and Fire each have distinctly different properties and qualities of
movement. Theatre maker and actress Karen Logan invites you to join
her in a practical acting workshop which uses an exploration of the
qualities of the different elements as a starting point for creating
characters. Expect to be up on your feet and engaging in theatre games
in this fun and universally accessible workshop.

Bantu Steve Biko
Seminar Room 3

22

Your Word
Leader: Athambile Masola

The power of words in our lives is indisputable, but the power of writing
from the heart and reading your own words and your own voice from
paper is often a no-man's-land. For those who have been looking, this
is an opportunity to find your word, for those who've already found it,this
is an opportunity to share your voice, for those who are neither here nor
there, this is an opportunity to think....

Bantu Steve Biko
Seminar Room 4
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Think Creativity
Think Creativity Lecture Series
Tuesday 14 July 2009
08h30 - 09h30: Plenary Session for ALL GROUPS
Standard Bank Feature Lecture: How to Powerfully Create your Life presented by Donna McCallum (See page
9). This lecture includes the Standard Bank Lucky Draw. If you are a Lucky Winner, and your name is called, you
have to be at the lecture to claim your prize.

Monument Guy Butler
Theatre

Tuesday 14 July 2009
10h00-11h00: Session ONE
1

Out of Breath, presented by Margaret Edson. Classroom learning is made out of breath. Teachers and
students may bring a few books to class, maybe a pencil, but our work is done in our bodies, and
our shared creation of knowledge is a breath-based event. We are physically alive to one another in the
classroom; it is not virtual, it is actual.

Barratt 1

2

Franz Kafka, Human Rights Activist, presented by award-winner Karoly Pinter, director of A Report to an
Academy (shown at this year’s festival).Kafka cries out on behalf of all the animals who lost their freedom, and held
in confinement. These fellow inhabitants of our planet are kept in ‘‘humane’’ conditions in order to make Homo
Sapiens feel better about themselves, suggests the writer. Could we call Kafka an animal rights activist? He lived
more than hundred years ago, when such notion had not existed. Yet, Kafka’’s vision suggests that we should
appoint him as an early ambassador. Join Karoly as he explores Kafka’s convictions about animals and the human
condition.

Barratt 2

3

Writing on a Rooftop, presented by Flemish author Jef Aerts. Rue Fontaine d’Amour is a story of wilful love,
letting go and being let go, but also touches on such metropolitan topics as migration and abuse. In this lecture
Jef will read fragments from the book and be interviewed by Ismail Mahomed (Director of the NAF), discussing
what it is to live and work as an artist in Europe.

Zoo Major

Wednesday 15 July 2009
08h30 - 09h30: Session TWO
1

Poetry SLAM, presented by Iain Ewok Robinson. Taking his inspiration from hip hop culture, world slam finalist
Ewok Robinson shares his insights into his ever-growing medium of performance.

Zoo Major

2

Music and Humans: Breaking it Down, presented by Terence Marais. Focussing on music and how it
moves us and makes us want to move. The lecture aims to challenge the ways in which we think about music
and the arts in general, with a view to gaining a greater understanding of how the arts affect our lives.

Barratt 1

3

The Next Year of Your Life, presented by Geraldine Naidoo.. Matriculation is a milestone beyond which are
countless exciting and inspiring possibilities. This lecture will focus on various issues that the (soon-to-be)
school-leaver should seriously consider in order to make intelligent decisions with regards to his/her future.

Barratt 2

Wednesday 15 July 2009
10h00 - 11h00: Session THREE
1

Theatre is dead, long live theatre. Professor Andrew Buckland will take a re-look at the making of theatre with
the focus on the word “play” while exploring how that process has changed from conventional play-making.

Barratt 1

2

Some Notes on how to Read a Dance, presented by First Physical’s Alan Parker. Contemporary dance and
physical theatre can often seem difficult and complicated to understand. This lecture offers some suggestions on
how the keen observer can go about interpreting a dance performance. Using filmed recordings of various local
and international dance productions, learners will be introduced to some ideas about reading and creatively
responding to the web of visual and visceral texts on stage, such as movement, design and theatricality.

Barratt 2

3

Living and Loving Large, presented by Atha Masola. We’ve all been told that we should be “the best me I can
be” and live our best lives. However, there always seems to be a conflict between the “best you” and the person
others expect you to be. It’s the story of our lives. This is my story.

Zoo Major
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Sleep! You’ve got a
busy week ahead.

B

20h0021h30
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After Dark
@ the Union
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Iago’s Last Dance
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Academy

A

20h0021h20

20h00 - 21h00
Zebra
Presented by
PJ Sabbagha
Guy Butler Theatre
Monument
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Road

SUPPER

C

16h0017h20

Workshops
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SAC

Great Hall

Victoria
Theatre

Page 14
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SAC

*The Box
*Graeme
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS:
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09h0009h30

Guy Butler
Theatre

OFFICIAL OPENING
Featuring the Cape
Philharmonic Youth
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08h3009h00

MONDAY 13 JULY

th

SUPPER

17h30

* Check out the street
theatre and visual art
exhibitions around the
Monument

* Visit the Galleries
that are open: Art
Gallery, Ntsikana,
Atherstone and
Thomas Pringle Hall.
See pg 4-5

* Visit the snack bar
in the Fountain Foyer

* Visit the Standard
Bank table for exciting
free promo gifts, to
meet the friendly face
of the Bank and enter
Tuesday’s lucky
draw!

* Register with
Rhodes
Accommodation &
check in @ 16h00

What to do today:
* Register with the
Standard Bank
National Schools
Festival
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in the Foyer of the
1820 Settlers
National Monument
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th
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Session THREE of your choice.
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11h3012h30
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Think Creativity
Session ONE of your choice.
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A
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Donna McCallum with a SB Lucky
Draw. See pages 9 & 16
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Fountain
Foyer

Guy Butler Theatre

ALL GROUPS
Tokoloshe Come Again
Presented by Neon Anthems

SUPPER
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Workshops

Page 14

Great Hall

Rhodes
Theatre

LUNCH
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Workshops

Workshops

STILTED
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Festival Send Off

C

B

A
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11h3013h00
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* The rank order of the Top 20 will be
announced at the Prize Giving Ceremony
* The rank order of the top 100 will be
announced on the Internet @ 11h00
http://schoolfest.foundation.org.za

10h00-11h00 De Beers English Olympiad
Prize Giving Ceremony
Guy Butler Theatre

THURSDAY 16th JULY

Sunday 12 - Thursday 16 July, 2009

Week at a Glance
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Daily Programme - Group A
Monday 13 July 2009

08h30 - 09h00

OFFICIAL OPENING of the Standard Bank National Schools Festival

09h00 - 09h30

KEYNOTE ADDRESS by Lebo Mashile

09h30 - 10h00

ORIENTATION by Neville Engelbrecht, Director of Arts Education

10h00 - 10h20

AMAPHIKO presented by The Grahamstown Township Dance Project

See page 30

11h00 - 12h30

Wit written by Margaret Edson, presented by Kickstart Theatre Company, directed by
Steven Stead and featuring Claire Mortimer (tickets required)
OR
Iago’s Last Dance written by Mike van Graan, directed by Lara Bye, featuring JanHendrick Opperman and Ntombi Makhutshi (tickets required)

The Box
See page 31

11h00 - 12h15
12h45 - 13h30

LUNCH

Guy Butler
Theatre, 1820
Settlers National
Monument

Graeme College
See page 26
Dining Halls

14h00 - 15h30

WORKSHOPS - Be Creativity: Allocation 1 (Blue Ticket)

Various Venues
See page 14

16h00 - 17h10

Every Year Every Day I am Walking presented by Magnet Theatre, choreographed by Ina
Wichtereich and directed by Mark Fleischman, featuring Jennie Resneck

SAC
See page 29

SUPPER

Dining Halls

17h30
20h00 - 21h20
21h30 - 23h15
23h30

A Report to an Academy by Franz Kafka, directed by Karoly Pinter and featuring Sello
Maake ka Ncube
After Dark
Bed time curfew: Make the most of a good night’s rest before tomorrow!

The Great Hall
See page 29
Student Union
(Bantu Steve
Biko Building)

Please take time to select the lecture you would like to attend tomorrow morning.
See page 16 for details of your choices.
Note: Seats are available on a first come, first served basis. Get there quickly to catch the lecture of your choice.

Tuesday 14 July 2009
08h30 - 09h30

Standard Bank Feature Lecture "How to Powerfully Create Your Life" presented by
Donna McCallum
The Lucky Draw for the Standard Bank hampers will take place during this lecture

Guy Butler
Theatre
See page 16

10h00 - 11h00

Think Creativity: Session ONE
Choose one of the following: See page 16 for details.
1. Out of Breath
2. Franz Kafka, Animal Rights Activist
3. Writing on a Rooftop

Rhodes Campus

11h30 - 12h50

The Famished Road, writted by Ben Okri, adapted for stage by Fresco Theatre Company,
directed by Helen Iskander and James Cunningham

Rhodes Theatre
See page 27

12h45 - 13h30

LUNCH

Various Venues
See page 16

Dining Halls

14h00 - 15h30

WORKSHOPS - Be Creativity: Allocation 2 (Pink ticket)

Various Venues
See page 14

16h00 - 17h00

Threads presented by Moving Into Dance Mophatong, choreographed by Sylvia
“Magogo” Glasser, Sonia Radebe and Muzi Shili, featuring Lebo Mashile

Victoria Theatre
See page 27

17h30

SUPPER

Dining Halls

20h00 - 21h10

The Swimming Lesson presented by UBOM! Eastern Cape Drama Company, directed by
Andrew Buckland and Brink Scholtz

Guy Butler
Theatre
See page 24

21h15 - 23h15
23h30

After Dark
Bed time curfew: Make the most of a good night’s rest before tomorrow!

Student Union
Bantu Steve Biko
Building

Please take time to select the Think Creativity session you would like to attend tomorrow morning.
See page 16 for details of your choices.
Note: Seats are available on a first-come, first-served basis. Get there quickly to catch the lecture of your choice.
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Daily Programme - Group A
Wednesday 15 July 2009

08h30 - 09h30

10h00 - 11h00

11h30 - 12h45

Think Creativity: Session TWO
Choose one of the following: See page 16 for details.
1. Poetry SLAM
2. Music and Humans: Breaking it Down
3. The Next Year of Your Life

Rhodes Campus

Think Creativity: Session THREE
Choose one of the following: See page 16 for details.
1. Theatre is Dead, Long Live Theatre
2. Some Notes on How to Read a Dance
3. Living and Loving Large

Rhodes Campus

Spitfire: Return of the Red Eye presented by Do What I Please Productions, directed by
Libby Allen and featuring Iain ‘Ewok’ Robinson

Victoria Theatre
See page 25

12h45 - 13h30

Various Venues
See page 16

Various Venues
See page 16

Dining Halls

LUNCH

14h00 - 15h30

WORKSHOPS - Be Creativity: Allocation 3 (Green ticket)

Various Venues
See page 14

16h00 - 17h30

FREE CHOICE/ FILM: Choose from the following:
* Movies!! (check the exact times on page 32)
* Rhodes University Campus Tour
* Things to do in Grahamstown

See pages 4 - 6
& 32 for details

17h30

Dining Halls

SUPPER

19h30 - 20h30

Stilted by Richard Antrobus, directed by Andrew Buckland

Great Hall
See page 28

20h45 - 00h00

FESTIVAL PARTY FOR PUPILS
FESTIVAL PARTY FOR TEACHERS
Bed time curfew.

Fountain Foyer
Restaurant

00h30

Thursday 16 July 2009
10h00 - 11h00

De Beers English Olympiad Prize Giving Ceremony (Please support this event in school
uniform)
* Top 20 will be announced at the Prize Giving Ceremony
* Top 100 will be announced on the Internet @ 11h00 on
http://schoolfest.foundation.org.za

Guy Butler
Theatre
See page 7

11h30 - 12h30

Monkey Nuts written and directed by Geraldine Naidoo, featuring Matthew Ribnick

Rhodes Theatre
See page 27

12h45 - 13h30

Dining Halls

LUNCH

14h00 - 15h30

WORKSHOPS - Be Creativity: Allocation 4 (Yellow ticket)

Various Venues
See page 14

16h00 - 17h30

FREE CHOICE/ FILM: Choose from the following:
* Movies!! (check the exact times on page 32)
* Rhodes University Campus Tour
* Things to do in Grahamstown

See pages 4 - 6
& 32 for details

17h45

Dining Halls

SUPPER

19h30 - 21h00

FESTIVAL FINALE Tokoloshe Come Again presented by The Neon Anthems

Guy Butler
Theatre
See page 30

21h30

FAREWELL!! Travel Safely!!

Fountain Foyer

Enjoy every single minute of YOUR festival experience! Jump right in and explore the depth and breadth of your
BODY, SOUL, MIND and SPIRIT. Ask questions... Challenge the way you see the world... THINK, BREATHE, BE
CREATIVE! There’s always a fresh perspective, always a new way of understanding yourself and the people
around you that make up your world. You’re capable of far more than you think. DARE to believe that!
DETERMINE to unleash the creative spirit that is YOU!
July 2009						
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Daily Programme - Group B
Monday 13 July 2009

08h30 - 09h00

OFFICIAL OPENING of the Standard Bank National Schools Festival

Guy Butler
Theatre, 1820
Settlers National
Monument

09h00 - 09h30

KEYNOTE ADDRESS by Lebo Mashile

09h30 - 10h00

ORIENTATION by Neville Engelbrecht, Director of Arts Education

10h00 - 10h20

AMAPHIKO presented by The Grahamstown Township Dance Project

See page 30

11h00 - 12h10

Every Year Every Day I am Walking presented by Magnet Theatre, choreographed by Ina
Wichtereich and directed by Mark Fleischman

SAC
See page 29

12h30 - 13h30

LUNCH

Dining Halls

14h30 - 15h30

Threads presented by Moving Into Dance Mophatong, choreograhped by Sylvia
“Magogo” Glasser, Sonia Radebe and Muzi Shili, featuring Lebo Mashile

Victoria Theatre
See page 27

16h00 - 17h30

WORKSHOPS - Be Creativity: Allocation 1 (Pink ticket)

Rhodes Theatre
See page 14

17h30

SUPPER

20h00 - 21h30
20h00-21h15
21h30 - 23h15
23h30

Wit written by Margaret Edson, presented by Kickstart Theatre Company, directed by
Steven Stead and featuring Claire Mortimer (tickets required)
OR
Iago’s Last Dance written Mike van Graan, directed by Lara Bye, featuring Jan-Hendrick
Opperman and Ntombi Makhutshi (tickets required)
After Dark
Bed time curfew: Make the most of a good night’s rest before tomorrow!

Dining Halls
The Box
See page 31
Graeme College
See page 26
Student Union
(Steve Bantu
Biko Building)

Please take time to select the lecture you would like to attend tomorrow morning.
See page 16 for details of your choices.
Note: Seats are available on a first come, first served basis. Get there quickly to catch the lecture of your choice.

Tuesday 14 July 2009
08h30 - 09h30

Standard Bank Feature Lecture "How to Powerfully Create Your Life" presented by
Donna McCallum
The Lucky Draw for the Standard Bank hampers will take place during this lecture

Guy Butler
Theatre
See page 16

10h00 - 11h00

Master Minds : Session ONE
Choose one of the following: See page 16 for details.
1. Out of Breath
2. Franz Kafka, Animal Rights Activist
3. Writing on a Rooftop

Rhodes Campus

WORKSHOPS - Be Creativity: Allocation 2 (Pink ticket)

Various Venues
see page 14

11h30 - 13h00
12h45 - 13h30

LUNCH

Various Venues
See page 16

Dining Halls

14h00 - 15h20

A Report to an Academy by Franz Kafka, directed by Karoly Pinter and featuring Sello
Maake ka Ncube

The Great Hall
See page 29

16h00 - 17h20

The Famished Road, writted by Ben Okri, adapted for stage by Fresco Theatre Company,
directed by Helen Iskander and James Cunningham

Rhodes Theatre
See page 27

17h30

SUPPER

Dining Halls

20h00 - 21h10

The Swimming Lesson presented by UBOM! Eastern Cape Drama Company, directed by
Andrew Buckland and Brink Scholtz

Guy Butler
Theatre
See page 24

21h15 - 23h15
23h30

After Dark
Bed time curfew: Make the most of a good night’s rest before tomorrow!

Student Union
(Steve Bantu
Biko Building)

Please take time to select the Think Creativity session you would like to attend tomorrow morning.
See page 16 for details of your choices.
Note: Seats are available on a first-come, first-served basis. Get there quickly to catch the lecture of your choice.
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Daily Programme - Group B
Wednesday 15 July 2009

08h30 - 09h30

10h00 - 11h00

11h30 - 13h00

Master Minds Session TWO
Choose one of the following: See page 16 for details.
1. Poetry SLAM
2. Music and Humans: Breaking it Down
3. The Next Year of Your Life

Rhodes Campus

Master Minds Session THREE
Choose one of the following: See page 16 for details.
1. Theatre is Dead, Long Live Theatre
2. Some Notes on How to Read a Dance
3. Living and Loving Large

Rhodes Campus

WORKSHOPS - Be Creativity: Allocation 3 (Green ticket)

Various Venues
See page 14

12h45 - 13h30

Various Venues
See page 16

Various Venues
See page 16

Dining Halls

LUNCH

14h00 - 15h30

FREE CHOICE/ FILM: Choose from the following:
* Movies!! (check the exact times on page 32)
* Rhodes University Campus Tour
* Things to do in Grahamstown

See pages 4 - 6
& 32 for details

16h00 - 17h30

FREE CHOICE/ FILM: Choose from the following:
* Movies!! (check the exact times on page 32)
* Rhodes University Campus Tour
* Things to do in Grahamstown

See pages 4 - 6
& 32 for details

17h30

Dining Halls

SUPPER

19h30 - 20h30

Spitfire: Return of the Red Eye presented by Do What I Please Productions, directed by
Libby Allen and featuring Iain ‘Ewok’ Robinson

Victoria Theatre
See page 25

20h45 - 00h00

FESTIVAL PARTY FOR PUPILS
FESTIVAL PARTY FOR TEACHERS
Bed time curfew.

Fountain Foyer
Restaurant

00h30

Thursday 16 July 2009
10h00 - 11h00

De Beers English Olympiad Prize Giving Ceremony (Please support this event in school
uniform)
* Top 20 will be announced at the Prize Giving Ceremony
* Top 100 will be announced on the Internet @ 11h00 on
http://schoolfest.foundation.org.za

Guy Butler
Theatre
See pages 7

11h30 - 12h30

Stilted by featuring Richard Antrobus, directed by Andrew Buckland

Great Hall
See page 28

12h45 - 13h30

Dining Halls

LUNCH

14h30 - 15h30

Monkey Nuts directed by Geraldine Naidoo and featuring Matthew Ribnick

Rhodes Theatre
See page 27

16h00 - 17h30

WORKSHOPS - Be Creativity: Allocation 4 (Yellow ticket)

Various Venues
See page 14

17h45

Dining Halls

SUPPER

19h30 - 21h00

FESTIVAL FINALE Tokoloshe Come Again presented by The Neon Anthems

Guy Butler
Theatre
See page 30

21h00

FAREWELL!! Travel Safely!!

Fountain Foyer

Enjoy every single minute of YOUR festival experience! Jump right in and explore the depth and breadth of your
BODY, SOUL, MIND and SPIRIT. Ask questions... Challenge the way you see the world... THINK, BREATHE, BE
CREATIVE! There’s always a fresh perspective, always a new way of understanding yourself and the people
around you that make up your world. You’re capable of far more than you think. DARE to believe that!
DETERMINE to unleash the creative spirit that is YOU!
July 2009						
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Daily Programme - Group C
Monday 13 July 2009

08h30 - 09h00

OFFICIAL OPENING of the Standard Bank National Schools Festival

09h00 - 09h30

KEYNOTE ADDRESS by Lebo Mashile

09h30 - 10h00

ORIENTATION by Neville Engelbrecht, Director of Arts Education

10h00 - 10h20

AMAPHIKO presented by The Grahamstown Township Dance Project

See page 30

11h00 - 12h30

WORKSHOPS - Be Creativity: Allocation 1 (Blue Ticket)

Various Venues
See page 14

12h30 - 13h30

LUNCH

Guy Butler
Theatre, 1820
Settlers National
Monument

Dining Halls

14h00 - 15h20

A Report to an Academy by Franz Kafka, directed by Karoly Pinter and featuring Sello
Maake ka Ncube

The Great Hall
See page 29

16h00 - 17h20

The Famished Road, writted by Ben Okri, adapted for stage by Fresco Theatre Company,
directed by Helen Iskander and featuring James Cunningham

Rhodes Theatre
See page 27

17h30

SUPPER

Dining Halls

20h00 - 21h00

Threads presented by Moving Into Dance Mophatong, choreographed by Sylvia
“Magogo” Glasser, Sonia Radebe and Muzi Shili, featuring Lebo Mashile

Victoria Theatre
See page 27

21h30 - 23h15
23h30

After Dark
Bed time curfew: Make the most of a good night’s rest before tomorrow!

Student Union
(Steve Biko
Bantu Building)

Please take time to select the lecture you would like to attend tomorrow morning.
See page 16 for details of your choices.
Note: Seats are available on a first come, first served basis. Get there quickly to catch the lecture of your choice.

Tuesday 14 July 2009
08h30 - 09h30

Standard Bank Feature Lecture "How to Powerfully Create your Life!" presented by
Donna McCallum
The Lucky Draw for the Standard Bank hampers will take place during this lecture

Guy Butler
Theatre
See page 16

10h00 - 11h00

Think Creativity : Session ONE
Choose one of the following: See page 16 for details.
1. Out of Breath
2. Franz Kafka, Human Rights Activist
3. Writing on a Rooftop

Rhodes Campus

11h30 - 12h40

Every Year, Every Day I am Walking presented by Magnet Theatre, choreographed by Ina
Wichtereich and directed by Mark Fleischman

SAC
See page 29

12h45 - 13h30

LUNCH

Dining Halls

14h00 - 15h30
14h00 - 15h15
16h00 - 17h30
17h30

Various Venues
See page 16

Wit written by Margaret Edson, presented by Kickstart Theatre Company, directed by
Steven Stead and featuring Clare Mortimer (tickets required)
OR
Iago’s Last Dance written and directed by Mike van Graan featuring Jan-Hendrick
Opperman and Ntombi Makhutshi (tickets required)

The Box
See page 31

WORKSHOPS - Be Creativity: Allocation 2 (Pink ticket)

Various Venues
See page 14

Graeme College
See page 26

SUPPER

Dining Halls

20h00 - 21h10

The Swimming Lesson presented by UBOM! Eastern Cape Drama Company, directed by
Andrew Buckland and Brink Scholtz

Guy Butler
Theatre
See page 31

21h15 - 23h15
23h30

After Dark
Bed time curfew: Make the most of a good night’s rest before tomorrow!

Student Union

Please take time to select the Think Creativity session you would like to attend tomorrow morning.
See page 16 for details of your choices.
Note: Seats are available on a first-come, first-served basis. Get there quickly to catch the lecture of your choice.
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Daily Programme - Group C
Wednesday 15 July 2009

08h30 - 09h30

10h00 - 11h00

11h30 - 12h30

Think Creativity Session TWO
Choose one of the following: See page 16 for details.
1. Poetry SLAM
2. Music and Humans: breaking it Down
3. The Next Year of Your Life

Rhodes Campus

Think Creativity Session THREE
Choose one of the following: See page 16 for details.
1. Theatre is Dead, Long Live Theatre
2. Some Notes on How to Read a Dance
3. Living and Loving Large

Rhodes Campus

Stilted by Richard Antrobus, directed by Andrew Buckland

Great Hall
See page 28

12h45 - 13h30

Various Venues
See page 16

Various Venues
See page 16

Dining Halls

LUNCH

14h00 - 15h30

FREE CHOICE/ FILM: Choose from the following:
* Movies (check the exact times on page 32)
* Rhodes University Campus Tour
* Things to do in Grahamstown

See pages 4 - 6
& 32 for details

16h00 - 17h30

WORKSHOPS - Be Creativity: Allocation 3 (Green ticket)

Various Venues
See page 14

17h30

Dining Halls

SUPPER

19h30 - 20h30

Monkey Nuts directed by Geraldine Naidoo and featuring Matthew Ribnick

Rhodes Theatre
See page 27

20h45 - 00h00

FESTIVAL PARTY FOR PUPILS
FESTIVAL PARTY FOR TEACHERS
Bed time curfew.

Fountain Foyer
Restaurant

00h30

Thursday 16 July 2009
10h00 - 11h00

De Beers English Olympiad Prize Giving Ceremony (Please support this event in school
uniform)
* Top 20 will be announced at the Prize Giving Ceremony
* Top 100 will be announced on the Internet @ 11h00 on
http://schoolfest.foundation.org.za

Guy Butler
Theatre
See pages 7

11h30 - 12h30

WORKSHOPS - Be Creativity: Allocation 4 (Yellow ticket)

Various Venues
See page 14

12h45 - 13h30

Dining Halls

LUNCH

14h00 - 15h30

FREE CHOICE/ FILM: Choose from the following:
* Movies!! (check the exact times on page 32)
* Rhodes University Campus Tour
* Things to do in Grahamstown

See pages 4 - 6
& 32 for details

16h00 - 17h00

Spitfire- Return of the Red Eye presented by Do What I Please Productions, directed by
Libby Allen and featuring Iain ‘Ewok’ Robinson

Victoria Theatre
See page 25

17h45

Dining Halls

SUPPER

19h30 - 21h00

FESTIVAL FINALE Tokoloshe Come Again presented by The Neon Anthems

Guy Butler
Theatre
See page 30

21h00

FAREWELL!! Travel Safely!!

Fountain Foyer

Enjoy every single minute of YOUR festival experience! Jump right in and explore the depth and breadth of your
BODY, SOUL, MIND and SPIRIT. Ask questions... Challenge the way you see the world... THINK, BREATHE, BE
CREATIVE! There’s always a fresh perspective, always a new way of understanding yourself and the people
around you that make up your world. You’re capable of far more than you think. DARE to believe that!
DETERMINE to unleash the creative spirit that is YOU!
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Zebra

Breathe Creativity

Choreography by PJ Sabbagha and Ivan Estegneev
Performed by Daniel Mashita, Ivan Teme, Songezo Mcilizeli, Ivan Estegneev and Sergey Kremmev.
Music by Kevin Volans, Steven Reich, Meredith Monk and Eugene Ysaye.
A collaboration between The Forgotten Angle Theatre Company (South Africa) and Dialogue Dance
Company and School (Russia).

This powerful performance essay confirms PJ Sabbagha as a major talent on the international contemporary stage. Charming, quirky, sometimes playful, yet intensely emotional and infused with subliminal
pain, this multi-layered work is dressed in black and white in a black and white space, but it deals with
the subtle grey areas of the human psyche. Dance critic Robyn Sassen wrote: “There are elements…
which are excruciatingly tender, but without the bold outlines of narrative… what comes is an engaged…
understanding of emotional needs, love and loneliness in the face of rejection.” During 2009, Zebra is to
be presented on various platforms in Russia (including Kostroma and Moscow) and South African members will give master classes and workshops during the tour.

UBOM! Eastern Cape Drama Company Presents

THE SWIMMING LESSON
Directed by Brink Scholtz and Andrew Buckland

A finely crafted, delicate and detailed study of the extraordinary possibilities created in encounters between the widely dispersed worlds still existing in SA today. The Swimming
Lesson traces the story of Phyllis, a domestic worker who breaks away
from her controlling Madam to take back her life. A funny and moving story
of people at the opposite edges of existence finding hope and courage in
each other.

24

Guilt and painful revelations expose Phyllis’s life to herself and when she
journeys to the sea to try and escape, she finds herself brazenly confronted
with the truth. She meets a young troubled girl looking to escape her monotonous life and a trapped local who needs new friends. This unusual trio
begin a bizarre friendship which will change their lives in strange, poignant
yet tumultuous ways.
Unsentimental, extremely funny and powerfully conceived, The Swimming
Lesson unveils a vivid testament to the power of personal encounter.
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Do What I Please Productions presents

Spitfire - RETURN OF THE
RED EYE
Directed by Libby Allen
Lyrical theatre written and performed by Iain Ewok Robinson

The piece introduces two poets in one man, both searching for ways to express
themselves, battling to keep their expression sacred, to be heard, to hear themselves, to find themselves, talking to themselves, to South Africa, and the audience.
The style has been described as Stand Up Poetry, not quite comedy, not quite motivational speaking, not quite straight theatre. This is lyrical theatre, proudly South
African performance poetry, the magic of the stage and the rawness of the street.
The celebration of word and performance and liberation in thought.
Spitfire debuted at PANSA’s Musho! Festival in Durban, South Africa, 2007, where
it was awarded the Audience Choice and Suliman ‘Best of the Festival’ trophy. The
piece also earned Ewok the title of Best New Performer at the Durban Theatre
Awards in the same year. Since then, Spitfire has performed at the Standard Bank
Regional and National Schools’ Festivals around South Africa, the Grahamstown
National Arts Festival, the Uplands Festival (Nelspruit, South Africa), Educators’
Training Days and schools’ performances in South Africa and Botswana and will
appear at the Uppsala International Poetry Festival in October, 2008. Hype magazine
describes Ewok as “meticulous, focused and passionate”, and, along with his work
as an educator, artist and hip hop activist, he is considered a vital young member
of the community.

About the Company
Do What I Please Productions is the award-winning collaboration between writer,
poet, emcee, teacher, actor, musician, artist, community and hip hop activist Iain
Ewok Robinson and director, teacher, writer and performer LIBBY ALLEN. Ewok
and Libby created Poetry off the Page, a performance, writing and self-expression workshop geared toward high school and university students. The workshop, as well as One Mind, One Mouth, One Mic, enjoyed great response at the
Standard Bank Regional and National Schools’ Festivals and Kearsney College’s
Upbeat Festival.
Such is the prolific nature of Ewok’s writing, that Spitfire was created shortly after
One Mind, again opening at the Musho! Festival, in 2007. Here, the company was
awarded the Audience Choice award for the festival, as well as the Suliman ‘Pick
of the Festival’ trophy. Spitfire, like its predecessor, has performed to schools
locally and abroad (Uppsala International Poetry Festival, Sweden: 2008), often
teamed with the Poetry off the Page workshops.
Ewok and Libby have also created and produced BombStyle (Audience Selection: Musho! 2008),in which their style of hip hop theatre took on a different
nature with the introduction of Durban actor and comedian, Liam Magner of the
Neon Anthems- on stage with Ewok. The piece also featured sound design by DJ Veranda Panda and audio-visual elements by Karen
Logan. In 2007, the company ran a short season of a new South African comedy, Ladies and Gents, directed by Libby Allen at the
Kwasuka Theatre, in which both Ewok and Libby performed.
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Iago’s Last Dance
Written by Mike van Graan
Directed by Lara Bye
Produced by Cornelia Faasen
Choreography by Mark Hoeben

Featuring Mbulelo Grootboom, Jan-Hendrik Opperman and Ntombi Makhutshi

Othello. Medea. Lear. All with Fatal flaws, all with fatal consequences. But this is the stuff of literature. What of our own tragedies, in
which our modern-day Iago’s play no small part?
It is easy to recognise genocide when it is clothed in army uniforms, wide-eyed megalomania and blood-soaked, blunt weapons. But
less so when it dresses itself in Armani suits, smokes a genteel pipe and spouts poetry.
And yet, what is it when a thousand mothers, fathers, sisters, children die each day – decades prematurely – because they are denied
access to life-saving drugs? AIDS. Our quiet genocide of shameful neglect and political pigheadedness.
Referring to one of Shakespeare’s most malicious characters, the piece reeks of vicious jealousy. It is set in the working world of BEE
by day, and the ballroom dancing studio by night, with HIV/AIDS as the demon in the wings. The story is revealed in flashbacks and
fast-forward takes. Bongani and Lerato are dance partners. Bongani and Andre are office colleagues. Bongani introduces Andre to Lerato but he is upset when they fall in love. Office politics makes a bad situation even worse until a vortex of poisonous emotions hurtles
the action to a climax that will leave you gasping.
Iago’s Last Dance has evolved from a single drama into a trilogy of playlets, Heatbreak Medea, Iago’s Last Dance and Vuyo’s Vengeance, a symbol of the manifold themes and sheer magnitude of human dramas played out against the backdrop of a rampant plague,
facilitated by thoroughly naked emperors.
Three actors. Three stories. Three styles. Numerous emotions. Inspired by three letters. HIV.
Director’s note:
The first time I read Iago’s Last Dance I thought: Brecht would love this. So it is to Brecht that we turn in terms of style and stage and
where a play is a form of social experiment observed by an audience and where characters are ironic and morally ambigous. Brecht’s
Vervremdungseffekt – not in the form of alienation, but literally ‘making strange effect’ is very much part of the three situations in the play.
Making the familiar strange and giving everyday event the status of something grand and epic.
About the writer:
Mike van Graan is the Executive Director of the African Arts Institute and serves as the Head of the Secretariat of
the Arterial Network, a continent-wide network of individuals, NGOs and companies engaged in the African creative sector. He is also the Programme Director for the Fourth World Summit on Arts and Culture to be hosted in
Johannesburg in September 2009.
He has won numerous awards for his plays, most recently, the Fleur du Cap Theatre Award for Best New South
African script for Die Generaal. In addition to Bafana Republic 3: Penalty Shootout and Iago’s Last Dance, he has
one other play that will premiere this year: Brothers in Blood at the Market Theatre (June/July).
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Fresco Theatre presents

The Famished Road
Directed by Helen Iskander
Devised by Fresco Theatre Company
Designed by Lisa Younger
Featuring James Cuningham, Labella Dani, Alfred Kunutsor, Zoey Lapinskey, Lindiwe Matshikiza, Tinah Mnumzana,
Themba Ntuli, Mncedisi Shabangu.

Moving Into Dance Mophatong presents

Threads

Presented by Moving into Dance Mophatong
Poetry written and performed by Lebo Mashile.
Choreography by Sylvia “Magogo” Glasser, Sonia Radebe and Muzi
Shili

Inspired by Ben Okri’s Booker prize-winning novel ‘The Famished Road’, comes the story of ‘Azaro’, a sprit-child born in
Africa. He is not supposed to stay on earth and is continually
beckoned back to the spirit world by his spirit companions. But
he falls in love with his parents and finds a way to stay. This
8-strong ensemble combines the stark reality of the real world
with the rich spirit world to take the audience on a transcendent
journey, evocative of Okri’s writing. From the co-creators of
Baobabs Don’t Grow here, Electric Juju, and Jutro, Fresco
Theatre’s latest collaboration will delight audiences’ imaginations with this powerful story of love and sacrifice.
Director’s note:

Ever since I first
read Ben Okri’s
‘The Famished
Road’, I’ve been
enchanted with it
and fascinated with
the possibility of
telling the story on
stage. The book is
unstageable and
Okri’s imagination
is infinite, but the
messages within
the story are what
make this challenge
so worthwhile. The
novel is so dense
with story and imagery that our first
task has been to
essentialise it for
theatre. Our aim is
to create a platform
for the audience’s
imagination, influenced by Okri’s words, in a way that speaks universally and
not singularly of any one human society. Each character has
their own journey, but ultimately it is Azaro’s choice to stay on
earth despite the harsh reality that makes it a story of love and
sacrifice. Being a spirit-child, Azaro is different, but he also
represents all children’s ability to see things that adults can’t
and to love in a way that adults have forgotten.
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This multi-disciplinary work integrates poetry, dance, and design with
the bold confidence that is the MIDM signature. The performance space,
criss-crossed by strings and rope and images of weaving or threading,
speaks of the way we negotiate the real and the imagined, the young and
the old, the past and the present. Lebo Mashile’s poetry performances
and her television show, L’Attitude, appeal to a broad swathe of fans and,
in Threads, her performance of specially written words adds a powerfully dramatic dimension. The work deals with relationships and cultural
and artistic identity, communicating across boundaries of class, culture,
gender, and age group. The result is a synthesis of “the fire and passion
of youth with the reasoning and careful attention to detail found in later
life” (Bongani Mahlangu, Sunday World).

Directed by Geraldine Naidoo
Featuring Matthew Ribnick
From the creators of Hoot and The Chilli Boy comes the hilarious new
show, Monkey Nuts, performed by multi-award winning actor Matthew
Ribnick. Don’t miss the hysterical brilliance of acclaimed writer/director Geraldine Naidoo in this hour long comedy that will mesmerize and
entertain you.
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Stilted
By Richard Antrobus
Directed by Andrew Buckland

Fresh from his contract with Cirque du Soleil, Andrew Buckland returns to direct an
extraordinary piece of hilarious and thrilling theatre featuring one of the most exciting performers of the top physical theatre company in the country. Absurd clowning,
mime and risk takes theatre to a new level.
Showcasing its versatility, First Physical is co-producing Stilted, directed by Andrew
Buckland who has a close, long standing relationship with the company. Created,
conceived, and performed by Richard Antrobus, one of First Physical’s resident performers, and featuring Chris Fisher, Stilted transports the spectator from the natural
and ordinary world to the crazy, extraordinary realm of between.
In a critical review by Jay Pather, Head of U.C.T Drama Department, Antrobus “did
not just create a piece of theatre; he made a world. In that
world there are rules of physicality, space, time and human
desire and quest that are constantly re-invented, challenging the audience’s preconceptions about
reality and our perception and construction of this reality”.
Antrobus explores a style that crosses between street performance and realism, clowning and mime, dance and multimedia,
authentic and extraordinary. This is revealed by the set alone
which, as Pather observes, “seems to doggedly respect convention while at the same time mocking these conventions through
an evocative use of size, dimension and perspectives that are
random and deliciously pregnant with a contemporary absurdity”.
Through testing the physical limits of suspension and gravity, and exploring restrictions of body, language and expression, Stilted takes a fun
glimpse into the exposed performer-self caught in an imposed world, society, body,
theatricality. Antrobus remarks optimistically: “It’s fun, it’s risky, it’s stilted – from the
set to the language to the themes to the actors themselves. You don’t have to be an
ardent theatre fan to enjoy this one – there’s something in it for everyone. And with
Andrew Buckland behind the reins, Stilted is sure to excite and entice the young and old alike”.
About the Company
Stilted is co-produced by The First Physical Theatre Company, which was officially launched at the Standard Bank National Arts Festival in July 1993. Based at the Rhodes University Drama Department, Grahamstown, South Africa, First
Physical is committed to a theatre of transformation and collaboration. At the core of the company is its commitment to
performance and the repertory experience.
“The First Physical Theatre Company is a testament of action - a declaration of intent amongst artists working in South
Africa. It teases together the dynamic elements of theatre ... dance, music, mime, design, voice, song and movement collide or come together in an atmosphere that is exhilarating and always illuminating. First Physical charts the course of our
lives ... it has the power to heal and transform. It is a document ... an artistic document that reveals life in South Africa.”
(Gary Gordon, Artistic Director)
Visit their website: www.ru.ac.za/firstphysical.
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Magnet Theatre Presents

Every Year Every Day I am Walking
Directed by Mark Fleischman
Choreographed by Ina Wichtereich and the company
Featuring Jennie Rezneck and Faniswa Yisa

Photography: Mark Wessels

Photography: Mark Wessels

Every Year Every Day I am Walking is Magnet Theatre’s latest creation. The production
was commissioned by the African Festival for Children and Youth Theatre in Yaoundé,
Cameroon where it was performed in November 2006 and was very well received. It was
showcased on the Main Festival of the National Festival of the Arts in Grahamstown in
2007 where audiences gave every performance a standing ovation. In August 2007 the
production enjoyed a successful run at the Baxter Theatre in Cape Town and in April 2008
it toured to the Market Theatre and to 7 countries in Southern and East Africa as well as
to the LIFT (London International Festival of Theatre ) in London in June 2008. It has also
performed at the Hilton Festival and in Mozambique and will be touring to Oudsthoorn and
Beunos Aires in 2009.

The piece explores what it means to lose the safety and security of home as a result of
war and the consequences of that irrevocable loss in the life of a young girl. The crisis
of refugees and migration in Africa is a very pertinent and topical issue and one that affects so many countries on the continent and in the world. In South Africa alone, there
are displaced foreign nationals from Somalia, Angola, the DRC, Burundi, Ethiopia, and
Eritrea and more recently from Zimbabwe. They are people who have a well-founded
fear of individual persecution or as a result of generalized human rights violations or
armed conflict, are forced to flee their country of origin.

Every Year Every Day I am Walking traces the story of a young girl who loses family
and home brutally and irrevocably and is forced to journey to a new place through many
dangers and uncertainties. How does this young person make a new home in a strange
place and how does she heal the terrifying losses that are part of her story? It is an
uplifting piece of theatre that celebrates the ability of human beings to heal and regain a sense of dignity and identity through the power
of the imagination.

A Report to an Academy
Written by Frans Kafka
Directed by Karoly Pinter
Featuring Sello Maake ka Ncube

Five years after his capture, ‘Red Peter’ is invited to deliver a report to the Academy responsible
for his capture years ago in the jungles of West Africa, when a hunting expedition shoots and
cages him for transportation back to Europe. For the first time he finds himself without the freedom to move as he wishes and the captured ape realises that if he wants to avoid being caged
in a zoo, the only way out is to imitate his human captors and become more ‘human’ – he reports
encountering particular difficulty only in learning how to drink alcohol. Throughout the story, the
narrator re-iterates that he learned his human behaviour not out of any desire to be human, but
only to provide himself with the means of escape from his cage.
The ‘former chimp’ sees this as an opportunity to get rid of many years of suppressed emotions
which originated as a result of his capture, and what he has forcefully and sometimes willingly,
become – an able performer - accomplished with the help of many ‘teachers’.
The play cries out on behalf of all the animals who where ’humanised’ and used to entertain us
in circuses, zoos and variety shows, not to mention those in our confined environments who, as
‘pets’ are to this day kept in ‘comfort’ and fed commercially profitable foods by ‘caring owners’. If animals could tell of their sufferings at
the hands of men and women, their stories would fill us, Homo sapiens, with shame and sorrow. Yet, ultimately, this play is about the
human condition: what we were, what we are, and what we are to become.
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The Neon Anthems Presents

Tokoloshe Come Again
Written and directed by Liam Magner and Jacobus van Heerden

The follow up to the extremely popular, Tokoloshe Come and Go! Sees the combined talents of Jacobus van Heerden and Liam Magner
brining there own brand of whacky African Storytelling to life. Bigger! Better! And full of more surprises than a Taiwanese lucky packet,
the boys are back with a brand new story.
Follow the life of Moses, the little orphan boy as he struggles to gain recognition in a world of odds. Be prepared to participate. Be ready
for anything and make sure to check under your chairs, the Tokoloshe is back and he’s ready to bite!
About the Company
The Neon Anthems are an exciting, talented and energetic duo - Liam Magner and Jacobus van Heerden - who have been compared to
a Monty Python film crossed with the music of David Kramer. The Neon Anthems have been performing together for the last six years,
starting in high school when they discovered a passion for both music and theatre. With these strong interests they were soon creating
their own comic sketches and songs, which always confronted the South African reality. Be what it may, the ridiculously funny stories told
by Magner and van Heerden, come from a personal place. Their purpose is to express and physicalize the material, which interests and
matters to them, without ever forgetting to take the mickey out of each other.

The Amaphiko Township Dance Project presents

Amaphiko
Directed by Janet Buckland
Just one glance at the excited faces of the Grahamstown Township Dance Project dancers will show you how hard
work, dedication, and love of their art will overcome even the most difficult odds. Despite constantly battling for funding the Amaphiko Township Dance Project has been going since 1993 and aims primarily to provide girls and boys
in the township with an intensive arts activity that develops them holistically. Besides providing over 150 township
teenagers in the most disadvantaged sector of Grahamstown with a structured activity for two to four afternoons a
week, these classes promote self-discipline, demand commitment and provide an opportunity to strive for excellence.
More importantly, the classes promote feelings of self-worth and self-esteem in the boys and girls.
The dancers give electrifying performances in a number of different styles
ranging from Hip Hop to contemporary dance. These are in constant
demand and are overwhelmingly well received. They have performed
regularly at the various Schools Festivals, at the National Arts Festival,
three times live on TV for the Highway Africa Ceremony and won a host
of Gold Awards at various Eisteddfods and dance festivals.
Every year the dancers are prepared to face rigorous dance examinations
and since 2003, have obtained an exceptional number of “Honours with Distinctions”.
These young dancers are testimony to how dedication, commitment, hard work and passion
can beat seemingly insurmountable odds. The project looks forward to continuing to inspire
and equip disadvantaged young men and women for excellence – in dance and in life – for
the next decade.
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Kickstart Theatre Company Presents

W;t

Written by Margaret Edson
Directed by Steven Stead
Featuring Clare Mortimer, Alison Cassels, Neil Coppen, Sean de Klerk,
Jimmy Lithgow, Clinton Small, Olivia Borgen and Karen Logan

“It is not my intention to give away the plot,” Vivian Bearing, Ph.D., announces near the beginning of the play, “but I think
I die at the end. They’ve given me less than two hours.” Vivian has late-stage ovarian cancer. But to say that Wit is about
cancer is misleading; it isn’t a tearful lecture on how to die; it’s a dry-eyed lesson on how to live. It is a play about language and ideas, philosophy and religion. It is at once funny, sad, tragic and life-affirming, complex and simple. The New
York Times critic called Wit, “the kind of theatrical experience of which legends are made.”
Director Steven Stead says, “It is an enormous honour to be invited to present a production on the Main Festival in Grahamstown. KZN has not been represented in this way in more than 15 years, and we are delighted and awed that KickstArt has been selected to mount this piece under the Festival’s banner. We are also deeply moved and honoured that
the playwright, Margaret Edson will be flying out from the USA for our premiere, thanks to the generous support of the US
Embassy.”
About the Company
Wit is presented by Kickstart Theatre Company which was formed in 2000 by Artistic Director,
Greg King. Since the inaugural production of Ben Elton’s Popcorn, KickstArt has been entertaining ever-increasing audiences, while providing essential project-based employment for
talented Durban actors. In 2003, Greg was joined by Steven Stead as Executive Director, and
together they have worked to develop the company’s output and status. They successfully ran
the intimate Kwasuka Theatre for three years, and have moved on to collaborations with larger
theatres such as the KZN Playhouse, Elizabeth Sneddon Theatre, the Baxter Theatre in Cape
Town, and the Liberty Theatre on the Square in Johannesburg.The company’s primary objective is to produce the best of internationally recognised drama, and to that end it has staged
plays by widely celebrated playwrights such as Oscar Wilde, David Mamet, Ben Elton, Charles
Ludlam, Athol Fugard, Reza de Wet, Christopher Hampton, Christopher Durang, Yasmin Reza,
David Auburn, Beth Henley and Shelagh Stephenson.
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Movies

The following movies come highly recommended and are on offer in your Free Choice slots:
Hilary Swank stars in this gripping story of inner city kids raised on drive-by shootings and hard-core attitude - and
the teacher who gives them the one thing they need most: a voice of there own. Dropped into the free-fire zone
of a school torn by violence and racial tension, teacher Erin Gruwell battles an uncaring system in a fight to make
the classroom matter in her students lives. Now, telling their own stories, and hearing the stories of others, a group
of supposedly “unteachable” teens will discover the power of tolerence, reclaim their shattered lives, and change
their world.
VIewing Times: Wed 15 July @ 13h45 (B & C);
Weds 16 July @ 15h45 (A & B)
Thurs 16 July @ 13h45 (A)			
Venue:		
GLT
Hard Candy
A smart, charming teenage girl, Hayley probably shouldn’t be going to a local coffee shop to meet Jeff, a 30-something
fashion photographer she met on the Internet. But Hayley’s ready to have fun, and soon she’s mixing screwdrivers
at Jeff’s place and stripping for an impromptu photo shoot. It’s Jeff’s lucky night - until he passes out. Disturbing,
controversial, but entirely engrossing, Hard Candy is well written with strong lead performances, especially that of
Juno’s leading lady, Ellen Page. A movie that stays with the viewer long after leaving the watching it.
VIewing Times:
Wed 15 July @ 13h45 (B & C)
Thurs 16 July @ 15h45 (A)
Venue:		
Barratt 1

Donnie Darko

Donnie (Jake Gyllenhaal) is a charming high-school student who also has a dark and eccentric side. Frank, a
monstrous six-foot rabbit that only Donnie can see, visits him on occasion and often urges him to perform dangerous and destructive pranks. One night Frank informs him that the world will come to an end in less than a month;
moments later, the engine of a jet aircraft comes crashing through the ceiling of Donnie’s room, making him think
there might be something to Frank’s prophecies after all. The rest of Donnie’s world is just as bizarre as he finds
himself dealing with his parents and older sister (Maggie Gyllenhaal), his analyst (Katherine Ross), a rebellious
English teacher (Drew Barrymore), a sleazy self-help expert (Patrick Swayze), and the new girl at school who is
attracted by Donnie’s quirks (Jena Malone).
VIewing Times: Wed 15 July @ 13h45 (B & C)
Thurs 16 July @ 15h45 (A)
Venue:		
Barratt 2

Thank You For Smoking

This media satire stars Nick, a man who has turned spinning news and information into a successful career for the
tobacco lobby. He plots strategies with his colleagues (Maria Bello and David Koechner) on how to make other
dangerous products more appealing to the American public. Nick ends up going to Hollywood with his young son
(Cameron Bright) in order to get a movie producer to include characters smoking in his newest film. Nick is kidnapped by a vigilante group concerned about the harmful nature of his product. The cast includes William H. Macy
as a Senator who runs on a strong anti-tobacco position, as the Hollywood bigwig, and Robert Duvall as the king
of the tobacco industry.
VIewing Times:
Wed 15 July @ 15h45 (A & B)
Thurs 16 July @ 13h45 (C);
Venue: Barratt 2

Candy

When Candy (Abbie Cornish) and Dan (Heath Ledger) first fell in love, they both thought they had found all they
ever needed in life. Their intoxicating romance in a blissful altered state of which heroin played only a minor role in
the beginning, Candy and Dan soon decide to strengthen their bond by marrying and starting a family. Their manufactured Eden gradually becomes an uncontrollable inferno however, and the marriage deteriorates right along with
Candy’s increasingly fragile mental state. Dan must then make the difficult decision to either rescue her or pull away
in the hope that the clarity of separation will finally empower her to break free of the addiction that binds her.
VIewing Times: Wed 15 July @ 13h45 (B & C);
Thurs 16 July @ 15h45 (A)			
Venue:		
Zoo Major

Juno

When a teenage girl faces an unexpected pregnancy, decides to find the unborn child a suitable home. Juno (Ellen
Page) may seem wise beyond her years, but after sleeping with classmate Bleeker (Michael Cera), the pregnant
teen quickly realizes how little she really knows about life. With a little help from her best friend Leah, Juno soon
comes into contact with Mark (Jason Bateman) and Vanessa (Jennifer Garner) — an affluent suburban couple who
have been unable to conceive a child of their own. Mark and Vanessa seem like they would make great parents,
and are eager to adopt Juno’s unborn child. Now, as adolescent Juno is faced with a series of very adult decisions,
she will draw on the support of her family and friends in order to discover who she truly is, and discover that one
bad choice can have a lifetime of consequences.
VIewing Times:
Wed 15 July @ 15h45 (A & B)
Thurs 16 July @ 13h45 (C)
Venue:		
Barratt 1
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Bring on the Music!

The following bands will be playing at the Festival Party on Wednesday night

SPITMUNKY!
South Africa’s Non-stop disco rap trio!
Combining the talents of three of Durban’s most talented performers, Spitmunky see’s the vocal talent of Ian ‘Ewok’ Robinson spear-heading the musical collaboration of Liam Magner and Cobus Van Heerden. Funky basslines,
catchy hooks and big beats; guarentee a massive head-nodding, body-jumping
experience. Classified as Electronic rap, the group uses a variety of synthesizers and effects to blend a seamless mix of original music and vocals. Having
opened for Goldfish and headlining several festivals, Spitmunky are ready to
stamp their brand of fun in the Eastern Cape! Heynolukka!

ETC Crew is the Cape Town-based, cross dimensional hiphop rap outfit that
you might’ve heard of. Fuelled by their own fresh yet energetic, jazzy, beatbopping, head-nodding hip hop sound, they are on a mission to fill a cultural
and musical gap in the South African music industry. Not content to be followers
in the game, they would rather do it differently, making changed on their own
terms, armed with the kind of quality beats that speak to your feet and a highly
comedic lyrical flow that is completely contagious. ETC Crew is here to readjust any kind of attitude that says hiphop rap is strictly for gangbangers.
The Crew was officially formed in 2000 – initially as a graffiti crew. After a
short-lived career in the arts, original members White Nite and J-Filter turned to
music as their salvation. Not too long after that emcee Logical arrived, making
the duo a trio. Enrolling at the Cape Audio College to further their knowledge
of studio production and recording techniques, they met the 4th and final crew
member – Bonsai Bush; former vinyl junkie with an ear for production.
In May 2008, the hip hop quartet were invited to perform at a three-day music festival in the Italian capital of Rome in celebration of Worker’s Day. ETC Crew certainly
worked that many thousands strong crowd into a jumping hollering frenzy! Upon their
return home they began work with the international clothing label Levi’s on the brand’s
Young Guns development project.
For the remainder of this year, the Crew are intent on touring their country, taking their
music to places they’ve never been to before and generally igniting the fuse that’s
going to blow this dynamic young hip hop act super sky high!
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